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Preface 

Owing to the outstanding development of the space vehicles, such 

as rockets, earth satellites and manned rockets, our dream to enter 

into the cosmos has been realized step by step under our eyes. Then 

we, investigators are urged to look at the outside space of the iono

sphere, although concerning the vicinity of the earth, our survey has 

only reached the ionosphere or so. 

On the other hand in the recent decade, attention has been paid 

to this same space from a different field. ~hat is the investigation 

of a very low frequency ("LF) atomospherl.c:J, called whistler. It was 

initiated by L.R.O.~torey who reported the propagation mechanism of 

the whistlers in 1953. That is to say, the point which attracted our 

interest is that it was proved that the whistler was originated from 

lightning flash and propageted in the exosphere following the horsc

shoe-8haped lines of force of the geomagnetic field. This mec~anism 

resul ted in 'ProvinfJ" tl~c ;;existence of a considerable amount of elect-,.o:,s 

~fter that we >~ve noticed another peculiar atmospherics, called 

7:F emissions. Anj it is known that the VL~ emission is originated 

in the exosphere and is propagated to the ground like the whistlers 

in the exosphere and ionosphere. 

From these trends, the outer space, or outer ionosphere has 

become an important object of our study. Recently we have called 

this space "exosphere". The exosphere is filled with plasma of a 

considerabl~ density, where the earth magnetic field is pervaded, and 

it is sometimes penetrated by incoming stream of high energetic charge.d 
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;particles, which often cause the aurora. 

Here it must be emphasized that we are a11e to know the physical 

property of the space analysing various phenompna associated with 

the exosphere. 

Jocket and satQllitc -~e naturally utjljz~d as the space SO~L~-

ing probe. Intensi t;/ of cosmic ray, intensi t,~r of ::'1e ear-l;:--: nagr.,ctic 

field and solar ra,Hc-tic:. could be directly mca:T'.;;->ed. '::::special::",j' t~_c 

disco-.rery of Van Allcr.,::;clt was a conspicuous r(,s',~lt of:' th<:> prc;o2. 

The me:,'i t of "direct r:1casurement" b;/ means 0: t:1C space probe ca:1 rwt 

be l'E:olaced by any mean::;, However in actual C:lSC, the:::-e is' li:n::' -':".~ion 

in ttc number of times 0: the experiment by the space probe, the Sp~~2 

swept by one probe is r.ot so wide, and some r{l;:,-s::'c::.1 quanti ties car. 

not yet be observed by ::.t, from technical reasons. 

~hen in o~der to estir:1ate unkown physical quantities in the exa-

sphere the observatio'l~ 0: the various phenor:1cna, 'explained previcu3ly, 

have been needed. In'.-c::;tication in this field, therefore, have r:1'~ct 

advanced in t:-'e I-;~·. 

In part I of this :l".per, taking acco'lDt of the above point of 

view, a theoretical stuly of the whistler, especially the problcr:1 of 

its path in the exosphere ~ill be described. Then in pa~t 11, the 

,[LF emissions will be tl,~J:::'''tically deal t wi t::, s::'::oe the orii=:inatir.; 

mechanism of the emissio::s has not yet been ~efinitely known, althougi 

many hyootheses have b0~n TI:::-oosed so fa:::-. 

As described above, there are many probems concerning the exo-

sphere, whilst as to the underlying ionosphere not a few proble~3 ar2 

left unknown, in spite thc.t it has been investigated for a long :.i::::8. 

For the propagation of t~c whistler and V~F c8ission, the ionosphere 
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is actually in charge of an important part. 

Now, the observation of the ionosphere has been made by means 

of the impulse method. At night, however, the state of the E layer 

has yet hardly been clarified. It is because, utilized f:!:'equency of 

the impulse wave is not 30 low. Tr.e author has experimented a new 

method of ionosphere sounding by using middle frequency broadcast waves 

wi thout using any impu13e -.,ave transmission. In pa:!:'t III this will be 

explained in detail. 
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PAlE' T 

," r ~~ fT'''-, 
L..J ......... -JV .J.. l 

(' ropagation of the whistlers) 

~hapter 1.1 Introduction 

A plasma which is pervaded with magnetic field has an aniso-

tropic prope~ty for electromagnetic wave propagation. ~uch a plasma 

is usually called the ~~:neto-active plasma. For the propagati0~ of 

electromagnetic wave, the ionosphere and the eIosphere must be regard-

cd as ~t ki::'l of the magneto-active plasma. 

Llthough the propagation of middle, and high frequency electro-

magnetic waves in the ;::-;cc:i"-lm have been already much studied, it was 

quite recent that the phenomena concerning the propagation of VLF 

(very low frequency) waves in the medium aroused dur interest. It 

was initiated by L.R.O. jtorey (1953) who developed the theory of the 

origin of a kind of atmospherics known as the whistler and clari[~eG 

it almost perfectly. ffter that the theoretical and experimental 

studies of the whistlers have much advanced. 

l'he whistler is an atmos~)herics characterized by a whistlL-:Z 

musical tone, which can be often heard by a long antenna and a s~b-

sequent audio frequency amplifier. 

According to 3tore;:,', the source of the whistlers is the light-

ning flash occuring near the ground. ;~lectromagnetic waves radiated 

from the lightning partl;:,r reach be ionosphere. The low frequency 

component of the radiation can penetrate the ionosphere due to the 

magnetic field and is compelled to propagate along the lines of force 
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of the geomagnetic field so that it comes back again to the ground. 

Since the magneto-active plasma has dispersive propaerty, the atmos-

pherics is dispersed r:'.;~~.':,: its journey in the 8yosphere and then 

teard as the musical -+.:or.e er, the ground. ;:':-:is in-:erpretation is 

based on the suppositioYl that the eyosphere is filled with electron~ 

and protons, the dens:Les of,~Li(;;l are fairl;y l~rge, not with VaCU.1L 

as believed until qU~t2 T2cently. 

As is recognized :c.'J::: the mec; anis::1, ':-:-:c whistler tiDe delay 

is creatly dependent u,~o'- t:~e inte6'rated pL.sI.1,). ri~'1si ty and g8'J::;a~e-

tic field intensity th9!,n, Consequently by analysing the ti~e dcl~~2 

of tr,e whistlers, we C:J.:1 estimate the electron den si ty and t'1e geo-

magnetic field intensit.; encountered i:1 the eyosphere. 

1he effect of suc~'. parameters on the propagstion of the wtistler 

depends upon their ra;;,' path, while t;e ra;), Vet.l. itself also relatE'u 

wi t:: the parameters, j,'or the sake of simplici t;y He ray paths have 

been sometimes supposed to be identical wit~ ~inos of force of th~ 

geomegnetic field. 

~here are another ~i~ds of atmospherics wtic~ are oriEinatcd lC 

t. tl-,e eycsphere and propr).,_;'::',f therein dOVln to +::-:2 ~:,o'.1nd. These a~.:;I·JS-

pherics are called the 'I T ",;,,' emissions and ~ill be described in i:art 11. 

As will be seen there, tte ~L~ emissions also have valuable infor~a-

tion about the medium parameters, el?ctron dcnsi t~: and magnetic field 

in tensi ty. l'hey naturally propagate in the Same mode as the w:_i 3 tl er 

ttrou~h the ionosphere a~i eyosphere. 

Then it is worth i:1v~8tigating the ray t!'L~i~~ of these VI 

electroma~lletic v'Iave ir. tte magneto-active media.ihe ray tr8.:::iYlg in 

an ani so tropic and inln"1oS''''neou3 medium is H te(~j ons problem. 
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~hen, in general, the direction in ~hlCh the medium construction 

varies, is limited in one direction and theii:::-ecti)n of ma~etic 

field is constant, the "':nell' s law is Known to be ap;>licable to the 

;Iava normal of the elc-::tro::nagnetic wave •. cnd a relation betwe']r. the 

wave nor;;).al and the r:-" ~1irection in which wave enert;'J is pro:pa;;2-tcd, 

is given by a certair. i)~~ion. ~herpfor~ ~~ t~:: case, the ruy p~~h 

can be traced by usi:;'i~ t,l:.e ..:lnell' s law. 

)n the other han~, for the ray tracin~ of the ~histlcr, +~e 

ioni z2d m,'dium may di:: ~ri:u te concen trical :.:' 2-r.d -;;he direc -<:i on 0: the 

es.:dh's Lla9netic field 'T:'Cries wit:" latitudec:-. n~_en it is too C::;:;"ll-

cate~ to be analytically qolved. 

In what follows 2~ ap~roxiffiate method to treat the probliffi of 

raJ' tracing -:rill be r:l::=-~-l~' 'iven, after revie;ring b,iefl,!, t>e pr::;'per

ties of the 'llhistle:' a~li the ::neclJanism of i ts ori,~in. Consequ:::ntly 

the ;'art I of this pap,~:::- ~.J concentr"lted upon t:,c: jescripti:m ')f ray 

tracing of the ~,'LF' elc:ctro::larmetic waves in :-:lagnetoactive :c.r:dic.. 

"':ome arguments will be given for the absorpti In of the n.J~' 

elec tromagnetic wave s ~. vc 't};.e iono sphere. 
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Chapter 1.2 c.,r. the whistlers and whistler mode of propagation 

in a magneto-active plasma 

1,,2.1 ':::'he o!'igin::.tilU; iTlcchanism and the kinds of whistlers 

The atomspherics called whistler is composed of a quite peculiar 

Dusical tone which conti~ues usually for or 2 seconds, as the ~amc 

stands for. '"Jenerall;y, t~.ese kinds of 'Tk' atmospherics are analys~d. 

wit~ a frequency analysec, such as the sonagraph, to see their quali-

ties pictorially. In c~:e of the whistlers, the sonagram, frequency 

vorsus time characteristics becomes a smooth curve as shown in Fi~. 

1.1. -:'hat is to say, ::~.o :i::1e of arrival of the signal uniformly in-

creases with decreasinG frequency, and when this curve is rearranzed 

on a r-' vs. t graph, it lies on a straight line, the gradient of 

which is called dispersloJi. This value is only 8ne characteristic 

quantity obtainable fro::1 an observed whistler. ~s will be explained 

late:;:', t;-,e quanti ty is very important because it is uniquely deterYr,i!l-

ed by the electron densi t;;; and magnetic field ir.tensi ty over i t·s w:;ole 

path. 

~n tte exosphere, the medium is transparent due to the magneti~ 

field for the extraordinary mode of VLF' electromagnetic waves. And 

the medium is also anisotropic, so that the waves do not propagate in 
direction 

the wave normal~ but in t;-,e ray direction which can be proved to lie 

among the wave normal c.::'T';ction and the direction of the earth's mac-

netic field. ]amely the energy of the wave is generally propagated in 

Cl direction approximate to the earth'S magnetic field. ~his effect 

compels the wave to follow t~e horse-shoe-shaped path defined by the 

earth's magnetic field. 

r1'he magneto-ac ti ve plasma presents a di spersi ve property for 
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Time origin 0.5 
TIJ.:£: IN ')CCOND 

An 0",~~.",:Jle of the whistler obseved at 
Toyo,.,~, Japan (".fter utsu). 

TI~E IN SECONDS 

Fig. 1.2 Nose whistler detected at College, Alaska 
(Lfter ilelliwell). 
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the VLi:' waves, that is the group veloci ty of energ'J propagation varies 

with frequency; the higher the frequency is, the higher the speed. 

On account of the a~~ve mentioned propertie~ of the medium in 

t~e e~osphere, a packet of VLF electromagnetic waves arising fro~ a 

lightning flash is Cr u.r<:cl in freqnency c":arc:.cteristics and. returns 

back to the ground as c.,l.istlin;: atmospheric::;, t,'u.t is a whistl,::,:,. 

the :u:atio~l 01 the l~.{;.'/l:i.~l'·. In this case, it is called "sho::~~ 

whistler". On the ot'.c,;,' :. ___ :ild, it is possible t:,c.~ the short v/hi8tler 

i3 reflected at the L,"?'')~;:1:: and pursues t~,e Sd.me ';;d.th to reac;-, t~.(; 

hemisphere of the sourc('. This type of whistler is called "lone 

whistler". 

The definite dific:"':::; . .::e between t:,? lo:r.C anri t::2 s!:ort whi.,;tl::;:;:: 

is that 1) in case of t~c long whistler the source is located near 

the receiver, so that t~- long whistler usuall:' f8llows a precc(in~ 

o!Lick noise., wj',2reas in. case of ~: 2 S',Q;'t whistler tr,ere is no '-'.lear 

click, 'oecause the sO"J.r:cc is located in the opposite hemisphere, and 

2) dispersion of the la:r.3 ~~istler is approxi~atcly twice that of 

stort whistlers observe. at the same receiving ~loint. 

~ike the long whistler, whistler echoes which have traveled 

many times the uni t pat:-: t,;:,' reflections are so~etimes observed. .:.'hese 

echoes are called whistler train. For the existence of such phenomena 

the path of the whistler ~ust be exactly symmetrical with respect to 

the geomagnetic equator, nnd all echoes travels ~ong the same path. 

Actually in case of the, 3;lort type of whistler train, the ratio of the 

time delays or di spersioYls of the successive whistlers i 3 a:'proid:'.a te

ly 1 :3:5: etc., and in case of the long type, the ratio is 2:4:6: etc. 
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At high latitude, somewhat different type of whistler can be 

detected(Helliwell et aI, 1956). It is of a special feature as 

shown in Fig. 1.2, which was observed at College, Alaska. This 

type of whistler is called "nose whistler", standing for the nose 

shape of the sonagram. ~his phenomenon is not different fr')m the 

ordinary whistlers with respect to the origin, as will be mentioned 

later. 

1.2.2 Observation of the whistlers and the properties of the 

observed whistlers 

Since 3torey proposed the theory of the origin of the whistler, 

much observed data have been obtained in many countries of the world. 

In ~able 1.1, the typical stations and their observed whistlers are 

listed. From these world-wide observations, the following general 

properties are found. 

1) ~ispersion (abbreviated as D) of the whistlers greatly depends 

on the latitude 0: the observatory; being larger at high lati_ 

tudes. At low latitude, for example at Toyokawa, Japan D ranges 

30 to 50, whereas at high latitude, for example at Was.lington 

D.C. it ranges 80 +0 100, for the short whistler. 

2) For lower latitudes: 

a) Only the short wt~3tler has been detected and no repeated 

whistler, that is the long whistler or the whistler train, has 

been observed. 

b) Every whistler has pure tone. 

c) There is a close correlation between D and local values of the 

the critical frequency of the F2 layer (Iwai and Otsu, 1958). 
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Table 1.1 List of observed whistler. 

S t~tioY1 

(0Ile1€', Ala ~/<.« 

tJ\ CL5"et,c 
d..t' 

77. SO 

73° 

71 to 

Ma.%"ei, c 

Io.t,tude 

16 • 

.Jl r· 
s-6· 

~o."o"er N H, 
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sQ/Ltle -T " 
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6 'f 7' 

sI. 2' 
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"Pu1Ifttll1'f..1 I. . 
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-~ ~ "-- l 

Ca.-brit/re, i 
67" 

_.E"J/a1ld 
U",,-Ia 51<4, 

Aleut,a1l 1J~ 

S'i«'I'I. ~I., 

4j'fml '4., 

65' 

613' 
~. 
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j2 3 0 
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~~o 
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nose whistleI', 
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",4.ft f«W £, tya ,,. Md ~(I(uck 

01,110 

ditto 

Storey 

J.1",,~a ... g". 

Nc/< IIllcoi I< 

"{J~r;r· s~,rt/4/lr;rrley Hell, .. ell 

Jo ~ !-o 

1/.2 ~61 

~hod ",1I.ft/Pr' 

short ",h is f1n/ 

,h.yt ~ In1J "";'i,r> 
"";'i$//Py F<>,I-

[wa, er .. 1 

do, fto 
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For higher latitudes: 

a) All kinds of whistler have been observed. 

b) The tone of a whistler is not pure. 

c) In the trains of more than ten repetitions, which have been 

sometimes detected, t~;e loudness reac~led. its maximum at the 

third or fourth whistler. 

3) Daily variation of the occurrence frequency of the whistlers 

is remarkable. ;::amely as illustrated in Fig. 103, the OCCUI'-

rence frequency ra:!idly increases j1,lst ahead of the ground sun-

rise and just after the sunset, and usually the whistlers are 

seldom heard in the day time (Iwai et ai, 1957; Kimpara, 1960). 

This tendency can be explained in terms of the absorption suffer-

ed in the ionosphere, which will be stated in Shapter 1.6. 

4) Nose whistlers are usually heard at high latitude (Helliwell et 

al, 1956; Dinger, 1 ~,: 6;. The nose frequency. by which we mean 

the frequency of tte crook point on the frequency-time trace 

as shown in Fig. 1 .~, decreases with latitudes. 

1.2.3 Whistler mode of propagation of the VL? electromagnetic waves 

in magneto-active plasma 

In case a magnetic field is taken into account, the refractive 

index n for an electromacnetic wave in a plasma which contains free 

electrons and protons, is represented by the well-known Appleton 

and Hartree's formula (Appleton, 1932); 

n 2 = I ________________ X __ ~=======__=== 
t y/ + j y,'+ ( t Y/ )2 

\-X-jZ - L. \-X-jZ 

(1. 1 ) 

\ - jZ-

where the following notations are used (in hl.K.3. unit) 
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ej magnitude of charge of an electron, 

m; mass of an electron, 

Nj electron density (nuQber of free electrons per unit volume), 

H; magnetic field intensi ty, 

~; mean fre~uency of ~011isions between a free electron and 
neutral air molecules, 

fo; dielectric constant in free space, 

po; magnetic permeabi li ty in free space, 

f; wave fre~uency, 

fTT; g,'rro-fre~uency of electrons 
n 

fo; electron plasma freQuency = 

= \e\ ;~)J/2](m, 

( e 2I'l/ 4 H.m /'> , 
the angle between t~e wave normal and the magnetic field, 

y fjf, 

In (1.1) the plus and minus signs indicate the ordinary and extra-

ordinar,:, modes re spec ti vel:r. 

::ow we are going to apply it to t:1e w~~istle:c'. In terms of the 

qu~~i-longitudinal approxi~ation (Booker, 1935; ~epechinsky, 1956), 

the refractive index n ~G ~implified as 

2 
n = 1 - ( 1 .2) 

If f6 »f fH holds, the above is more simI,lified to 

2 
n =-
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Actually, for the ordinary mode n 2 becomes negative, so that 

there is no actual propagation of the energy. Hereafter only the 

extraordinary mode will be the subject of the argument. 

In general the phase velocity vph of a wave in this medium is 

given by v ph= c/n, and the group velocity Vg is given by 

c/n~ 

n' n + f rln 
df 

1 

Then the group velocity for n given by (1.2) becomes 

2c 

This expression can be simplified if f~ is much larger than fTH, as 

v = 2c g 

I .1. 
f"i' ( h\ c..os6)- t p 

htfo (.os ® 
(1.6 ) 

From the above, it can be understood that Vg becomes maximum at 

f = ifHcos@ and becomes zero at f = 0, or fEcos ®, and also there 

is no propagation for f) fr 

The gyro-frequenc;:r fH is clearly determined by the magnetic 

field intensity H. In case of the whistler propagation, the magnetic 

field is assumed to be dipole field so that it will decrease like r- 3 

where r is the distance from the center of the earth. Consequently 

a wave of frequency f larger than the fH at the apex of its ray patt, 

can not be propagated along such a path. 

Especially f being much smaller than fH' (1,3) becomes 

( 1. 7) 
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This is the expression which Eckersley and Storey (1953) used to 

explain the whistlers. 

In an anisotropic medium, the wave normal of a wave is not 

always identical with the directi,ln of energy propagation. The latter 

is usually called ray direction, and in the magneto-active medium 

such as in the ionosphere and exosphere, these directions are func-

tionally related with the direction of the magnetic field as follows. 

Namely as shown in Fig. 1.4, when the wave normal(N) makes an angle 

® from the direction of the magnetic field(H), and the ray direction 

(R) is measured from the wave normal(N) by the angle ~, reckoned 

positive if the normal lies between the field and the ray, the rela-

tion will be (Bremmer, 1949) 

( 1 .8) 

In case f;/ffH»1 and f<,fH , eqs. (1.7) and (1.8) result in 

tan d-::::. -c~- tan G 

On account of this relation, the angle between the ray direction and 

the direction of the magnetic field, (tSY +0( ) is confined within 19029', 

irrespective of G9 as shown in Fig. 1; 5. Thus it can be imagined that 

tr~e wave energy travels in the direction close to the line of force 

of the magnetic field. 

Now let us calculate the time of propagation of the VLF waves 

in the magneto-active plasma. The group velocity v given by (1.6) g 

is the velocity in the wave normal direction. Then the velocity vgR 

in the ray direction will be expressed by 
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(1. 10) 

The time of propagation is, then, given by 

(..Os@ 
ds , 

cos® -f /f~ 
(1.11) 

where the integration is performed over the whole ray pat~ of its 

passage. In the above integral the quantity 

(..Osex'. C-()S@ 

J c.cs(fj)- t/-f).! c.os@ - fit» 
(1.12) 

is a function of ® with f/fH as parameter. ~his function is shown 

in Fig. 1.6. Then if f/fH is sufficiently small, (1.12) is approxi

mately uni ty for ® < 70 0
, so that (1.11) becomes 

where \ I -t 0 D=-;:-z J-h as, 

(1.13) 

(1.14) 

D in (1.14) is a constant value independent of the frequency f, and 

uniquely determined by the distribution of the electron density and 

the magnetic field intensity along the ray path. From this relation, 

the frequency-time characteristics of the whistlers can be clearly 

understood. 

If the frequency f is not sufficiently small as compared ~ith 

f
H

, the propagation time t must be calculated bJ" (1.11). 

As is clear from (1.6), the group velocity vcr becomes maximum at 
o 

• 
f = ~fH cos@, so that t given by (1.11) will become minimum at a 

certain frequency f near 1 fH cos ®. In this case a nose whistler 1s 

produced (Helliwell et aI, 1956). 
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Chapter 103 A method of ray tracing of the VLF electromagnetic 
,~, 

wave in the ionosphere and exosphere 

1.3.1 Fermat's principle and Euler's differential equations 

In general, in order to get the ray path of a wave, .!<'ermat' s 

principle is usable within the range in which geometrical optics is 

approximately applied. '~'his principle says that a ray passing th"o'.lgh 
" 

any medium takes such a path that propagation time in the medium 

becomes minimum, and it is expr~ssed in the formula, 

(1.15) 

where (1.16) 

and ~ is given by (1.S). ds in (1.15) is the ray path element. 

Let us take the ray path as given in the xyz-coordinate system 

by the two equations, 

x = x(z), y = y(z), (1.17) 

then ds is expressed as follows. 

ds J 1 ~ x,2 + y'2dz , j 
dx/dz, y' = dy/dz, 

(1.18) 
where x' 

no( is a function of x, y, x', y', and z. '.vhen we wri te 

(1.19) 

(1.15) becomes 

cffF(x,y,z,x' ,y' )dz = 0 . ( 1 .20) 

This is transformed into the following two equations by the theory 

on the calculus of variations. 
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d (of) ..£.L 
dz ox.' - () x. 

(1.21) .. ('OF) .li.. 
d-z ()y' - -a y 

These equations are called the Suler's differential equations. 

If the path exists in a plane and is given in polar coordinate 

by the following equation 

r = r(e), 

ds in (1.15) is given by 

where r represents radius, ~ is colatitude, and r' 

n~ is a function of r, r', ~, if we write 

n .J 'r2+ r,2 - F(r 'e) ""v ,r" 

the equation (1.15) becomes 

!jF(r,r',Cl)d8", ('. 

( 1 .22) 

(1.23) 

dr/de. Since 

( 1. 24) 

(1.25) 

This is transformed into the followin~ Euler's differential equation. 

( 1.26) 

These equations (1.21) and (1.26) are clearly equivalent to the 

second order non-linear ordinary differential equations, but it is 

too difficult to be analytically solved in general. 

1.3.2 Solution of the Suler's equations 

1) Plane case 

The '::'uler's equations (1.21) are to give the path of a ray 

traversing through arbitrary medium. But it cannot be solved except 
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in a special case as mentioned before. This special case is the plane 

case that the constants of the medium (including the direction of 

magnetic field) vary onl::r in one direction, e.g. the z axis. This 

case will be applied to getting ray paths in the ionosphere regarded 

as a planely stratified layer in which the direction of magnetic field 

is invariable. 

~e know that this case will be reduced to the 3nell's law for 

wave normal. But the author could not find any papers verifying it 

in the anisotropic case, except the Bremmer ' s(1949) in which he has 

treated it wave;-theoretically and has deduced the Snell's law from the 

boundary conditions between two adjacent different media, planely 

stratified. .30 it seel7lS to be worth while to derive the Snell's la'.v 

through the Euler's differential equations from the Fermat's principle. 

Therefore a few spaces of this paper will be biven for the derivation 

of the law. 

'eVe take the xyz-Cartcsian coordinatei:1 whic:o., without missing 

generality, the z-axis is made as the direction perpendicular to the 

planely stratified layer and the constant magnetic field oH lies in 

the xz-plane, at an a"gle1/l to z-axis as shown in ?ig. 1.7. Then, 

-we denote the angle between the ray direction O?C and the z-axis by i 

and the angle between the projection of the ray direction upon the 

--'>-
xy-plane and the x-axi s bJr t . In the same way, the wave normal OH 

is determined by the angle ~ and ~. 

According to Bremmer, the relation between the wave normal, the 

ray direction and the magnetic field is given by (1.8) and they lie 

in one plane. Their confi~lation is illustrated in Fig. ·1.~. The 

angle between the ray and the magnetic field is then represented by 
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li'ig. 1.7 .,::;lation of the directions of magnetic 
fi :11(E;, ,,'i:we normal(U) and. ray direction 
i~ three dimensional caS0. 
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(@ -1-0() and the following relation holds between ® +0(, i, t ,andljl. 

Cos( ® + o{) = sin ~ sin tcos ~ -'- cos 41 cosi • (1. 27) 

By the conditions already postulated, n is independent of the 

coordinates x and y, and also F(:; no(j 1_x,2+y ,2) does. Then .£L - CIF - 0 
01-. - ay -

and (1.21) becomes simply the following set of two equations. 

d ~F dr d7(dX!) =0 ) --- c.onst. , a X' 

et (H) = 0 
aF 

(..0 nst .. dZ Tt > 11' = 

By (1.19), the equations ( 1 .28) and (1.29) are calculated as 

"i) )\cI. +- 1'101. i..' JI + )..,2. -+- y'2-
?;J! J 1 t" )('). t Y' 1. 

= Cl) 

jl d 1101 y' + -x.:).. + ,/12 -- + 11~ -::. Cl-, ay' J I + X, 1. + Y' '-

~ ),\0( and ~ r'Io< are gi ven by 
~ ;(' ~ y' 

where 

and 

which 'can be 

d riot' -= d J'lo( f ~ ® C) '\- ~® d ( } 
iJ 1..' a® ~ d x.' + IT W , 
a Y\I)I. '" () rl<! 1 (} tl) J L (I@ d t l 
o Y' d® I ~ iJy' + ~ 4Y' I , 

;-I"I..:t~oI(' t-~) 
~® ' 

~® siYl ~·<..Os 4> - s'ln tf·(.os ~·c.os '( 
--= 

S'II'I (@-to()(l+ ~~) }, 0\ 

~® s '111 ~. ') i)'l ~ . S iY\ tV 
= 

.. il1(@+ol)(I+ ~@) o~ 

obtained from (1.27) at once. And by means of 
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(1.29) 

( 1. 30) 

(1.31) 

(1.32) 

(1.33) 

( 1. 34) 

(1.35) 



x' -= tani·cos(, y' = tani.sint, 

or i = tan -1 J x' 2 + y' 2 , '( = tan - ~y , / x ~, 

~ £ ~'t and -at are 
~ x' , '(Jy' , ~)(." ~ y' calculated as 

~ i 
aX! = 

~
{JY' -

-t.' 

I t x..' ~ -t '/''' J x.,1 -4- y/2 

'1' 

I +- 1,1-4- Y'1 J 1..''" + 7'1 

of y ----
Jx.' x.'" -+ y,1-

ar "i,' 
-- ==- i.!'"+ y,2 ay' 

J 

} (1.36) 

By using the equations (1.32) to (1.36), the equations (1.30) and 

(1.31) are transformed into 

,)ll\t~i)'\ ~''ii'l\® 
sin(@ +01.) 

respectively through a little cumbersome deduction. 

( 1. 38) 

These equations are for the ray direction, that is, the ray 

direction at an arbitrary point on a ray path is determined by these 

complicated equations. But, when we transform these equations by 

u~ing the angle ~ and b relating to wave normal (see Fig. 1.7), they 

become respectively 

n sin(3cosJ = c1, 

n sin (3 sin 6 = c2. 

From these, we find easily 

d = const., 

n sin(;= const., 

(1.41) 

( 1.42) 

This means that the wave normal always lies in a plane parallel to 

that formed by the incident wave normal and the z-direction, and the 
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angle of the wave normal wi th the axi s z is given by (1. 42) • Here 

we have obtained the Jnell's law for the wave normal. The deduction 

of the equations (1.39) and (1.40) from (1.37) and (1.38) will be 

listed in the Appendix 1.1. 

2) Circularly curved case 

',vhen medium is spherically stratified, it is convenient to treEt 

such a case in spherical coordinate system. Though this case is more 

general than the plane case obtained in the last paragraph more 

difficult calculations may be required. 

Then we will deal with a simpler case; the ray path lies in one 

plane containing magnetic field and radius vector. This case was treat-

ed in 1.3.1 in the polar coordinates (r,S) and reduced to the ~uler's 

differential equation (1.26). 

Now that the ray path is taken as r = r(e) in the polar coordinates 

as shown in Fig. 1.8, then 

tani = r/r', (r' dr/dS) (1.43) 

( 1 .44) 

where i is the angle between the ray direction and the radius vector 

and ~ is the angle between the magnetic field and the radius. In 

this case ~ is a function of S, and ® or cl is a function of r, r', 

and 8. Then we must solve the equation (1.26) from F as a function 

of r, r' and 8. As it is difficult to get the solution analytically, 

the following approximation is devised. As shown in Fig. 1.9, the 

space is divided into many small sectors, whose boundaries are defined 

by 80 ,81,82, ••••• etc. In each sector "f is taken as constant, i.e. 

as having the average value in each sector, say ljJ 01 = tJ1( eo t 9. ) 
2 ' 

et + e2 ) t •.•.• e c. 
2 

And at the boundary of two sectors if' 
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Fig. 1.9 -Ji'rision of the space ir,to sectol'S. 
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'I 

changes abruptly and here aF is taken to be zero. ar 
From now on, we call the propagation within each sector as case 

"A" and the refraction at the sector boundary as case "1:\" .- . Application 

of (1.26) to case "A" determines the ray ilath in each sector, and to 

case "B" gives the discontinuous chanGe of the ray direction (i). 

These two operations are repeated in turn to determine the ray path 

in the outer ionosphere. tnd in this case, of course, the more finely 

the space is divided, the better approximation will result in. 

Case "A" (~= constant) 

As F is a function of r and r', (1.26) is transformed into 

le \yl !~, - f } -= 0 OY y/~~, - F = co~~t .. (1.45) 

And it is calculated by (1.24), then 

c .. (1.46) 

Here we know clearly 

d Y1~ I d flJ. o@ d ~ 
n... Tr' = ~. a® .~.~ (1.47) 

dVlJ.. () Ylo(, ~® l.S obtained by 1.34. o® and lJ.. are calculated from (\ 1.44) 
ch () r" 

and (1.43) as 

.;)® ~ 
iH + 00/.. 

o® 
y } 

From these equations, we obtain 

~YlJ. ---= 
1IJ. dY' 

---,-Y_- t"", rJ.. ) 
Y 1. -t y,l 

by using (1.49) and considering the equations 
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~i 

y . y' 
---'--- =- <)1'/1 l) :::: (AS L, r1,,( <= Y\ UlSol I J yl.t"y')' jt 1+yP 

then (1.46) ultimately becomes 

nr sin(i_~) = const., 

or by (1.44) nr sin(® + t) = const. 

( L 50) , 

( 1 .50) 

From Fig. 1.10, we can understand that (® + tp) or (i _ 0/.) is 

equal to ~ , the angle between the wave normal and the radius vector. 

Then W~ find that (, .So) or (1.50)' is rewritten as 

nr sin ~ = const. (L 51) 

This is the Snell's law corresponding to the wave normal for the 

spherical case that the constants of the medium change radially. 

Case "B" (~o: 0) ay 

From (1.26), we get 

or C.OI1 st . 

After the calculation as in case "A" we finally obtain 

n cos( i - d- ) const., 

or n cos(® + ~) const. , 

or n cos i>= const. 

(1.53)' 

(1.53) 

( 1054) 

In spite that (1.54) consists of n and cos~ (not sinp), we can 

realize that this equation also is Snell's law as bein~ explained here. 

In Fig. 1.11, the arrow r indicates a certain radius vector which 

corresponds to the boundary in this case, and in both side of~he 

boundary the media are completely homogeneous besides-the difference 
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Fig. 1.10 Configulation of radius vector(r), 
wave normal(N), ray direction(R) 
and magnetic field(H). 
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N 

Fig. 1.11 Boundary in case "B" and refraction 
of the wave normal. 
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of~. Imagine a wave coming upon the boundary from the left with 

its wave normal having the angle (t "Tt - 'I) wi th the direction per

pendicular to the boundary, then the wave normal of the transmitted 

wave will be given by the angle (tll- Ho) which is determined by 

n2 sin (t 1f.-- :. .. ) = n1 sin 0- fl- ) I ) • 

This equation (1=55) is identical with (1=54). 
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Chapter 1.4 Ray tracing of the whistlers 

1.4.1 Fundamental equations for ray tracing of the whistlers 

A whistler wave generated by a lightning flash on the ground, 

will strike the ionosphere first of all. So it must be obtained in 

what path the wave is propagated in the ionosphere. However, consi-

dering the depth of the ionosphere to be very thin as compared with 

the whole path length, such calculation of the path in the ionosphere 

will not be so significant. Hence it will be sufficient to find 

only the direction which the ray will take at the top of the iono_ 

sphere (here we call the level of the maximum electron density, 

about 300Km above the ground, as the top of the ionosphere). 

According to the discussion giv.en in 1.3.2-1), a wave inside the 

plane ionosphere is governed by the Snell's law (1.42). In (1.42), 

refractive index n is assumed to be given by (1.1), although one may 

have a few objections such as the negl~ction of the collision fre-

quency in the lower ionosphere. But near the top of the ionosphere, 

we can use (1.1). Then, by (1.42) and (1.1), we get 

~ Sin~ 
..J f. rH J c.os ® 

= cons-to ) (1.56) 

In the ionosphere, the electron density N increases very rapid

ly with increasing height, thus fo becomes very large at the top of 

the ionosphere compared with the value of the lower part, e.g. 10Mc/s 

at 300Km and O.5Mc/s at the lower part of the E layer. Then 
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owing to the initial value of the right hand side constant in (1.56) 

at the lower part of the E layer, sin ~in (1=56) becomes very small 

when fo becomes very large at the top. As a first approximation, 

it may be considered that ~ is zero at the top, regrdless the initial 

direction of the incident wave. By making ~ nil, 

i - d.. o or i = 0< , 

or ® = -if. 

And substituting (1.7) for n 2 of (1.8), we obtain 

tan oi.. = - -} tan @. 

From (1057), (1,58) and (1.59), we finally get 

(1. 57) 

( 1 .58) 

( 1. 59.) 

tan io =+tan'/J, (1.60) 

where 10 is the value of i at the top. Thus we know that the ray at 

the top of the ionosphere depends only on the direction of the magne-

tic force of the latitude~here, regardless the initial directions at 

the lower boundary of the ionosphere. 

In the second place, let us consider the paths above the iono-

sphere. The paths will be obtained by using the method described in 

1_3.2-2). As a refractive index, (1.3) is used. Then, 

(Case "A") by (1,50;) and (1.3) , 

vfo c;iYl(@+IjJ} 

!ffu jCAS® + t/tH 
= c.oY\~t. (1. 61 ) 

(Case "B") by (1.54) and (1.3) , 

+0 c.os(®+~) t = c.bYlS • mH J U)S® -f/fH 

("o~ (® + t.f;) 

J u>s@- f/fH 
= Gonst. (1.62) 
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because in case "B", ~ has same value in both sides of the boundmH 
ary. 

1.4.2 Charts for calculation of ray paths 

The value of 

J <AS ® - f/fH 

is obtained from the given ~ wit~ parameters ~, and f/fH. From 

(1.8) and (1.3) , we have 

tM'l J.. == 

Consequently i is determined correspondingly from the given QV with 

the parameters ~ and f/f H• Therefore, we can produce charts of 

sin( @ + tjJ)1 jcos ® - f/fH vs. i wi th t./J and f/fH as parameters. 

The author has provided the charts of the cases 

~ = 00 ,100 ,20°,30°,400 ,50°,6°°'70°,80°,900 

f/fH= 0,0.05,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7. 

Namely, the charts in the Set-I (Fig. 1.12) are made with ~ as a 

parameter at each given value of f/fH say, 0, 0.1, 0.2, -----etc. 

On the contrary, the charts in the Set-II (Fig.1.13) are made with 

flfH as a parameter at each given value of ~. For the actual 

calculations, Set-II may be more convenient. 

As to the curves of (1.63) corresponding to f in the range 

we find that the above produced charts are also usable, by such 

substitutions as shown here. 

donsider the identity 
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sin(@ + '/I) 

J t.OS ® - +/fH 
where - ® = @J and 

:; 
s i 11 «(it)' +- 1/1') 

I (.()s®' - 11fH 

have 

) 

By (1.64), -@ =@' will cause -J..=rJ.. I • Then weAthe relation 

i = ® +- cl + * =- @' -011 + 7f. -1/-1 = 7t - i I • 

Hence it is clear that the curve of (1.63) vs. i c.orresponding to a 

value of (90° ~ 1f~ 18(;0) is just symmetrical to the curve correspond

ing to the '1'1 (= 7( - if) wi th respec t to the line i = 900 • For e)(ample , 

the value of (1.63) at i = 1300 on the curve of fc1200 and f/f
H 

= 

0.2 is obtained as the value at i = 500 (= 1800-130°) on the curve of 

f = 600 (= 1800_1200) and f/fH 0.2. 

Regarding the boundary condition represented by (1.62), the same 

charts can be used with a little alteration in abscissa and parameter, 

namely the substitution 

and 

1T 
) in the abscissa 

in the parameter will do. For example, the value of (1.62) at i 200 

on the curve of t = 300 is obtained as the value at i = 70 0 on the 

curve of ~ = 60 0
• 

l'he curve of (1.62) corresponding to ljJ in the range 

is found to be anti-sym~etrical to that corresponding to the ~I 

( = 7(- ~) with respect to the point i '" 90 0 on the i-a)(is. 

1.4.3 Geomagnetic line of force and gyro-frequency 

The earth's magnetic field appearing in our ray calculation has 

been regarded as given by a magnetic dipole at the canter of the 
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earth. A magnetic line of force r(e) which starts from the colati-

tude eo on the ground. and the field intensity IHI arising from a 

magnetic dipole are obtained in the polar coordinates(r,e) by the 

following formulae (Alfven, 1958). (See Fig. 1.14). 

r "" R : ) magnetic line of force, 
tan f = ttan e 

H Ii1 A~/r3 > I 
field intensity, 

f _/1 + 3cos28) 
( 1. 66) 

A = S.1x1025gauss cm3: for geomagnetism, 

where ~ is the complementary angle of magnetic dip, while e is the 

colatitude and R is the earth's radius. Aocording to these formulae, 

we find that the direction of magnetic field does not depend upon 

the radius r and is given in a very simple form as a function of a • 

Concerning the field intensity, it changes very slowly even in 

the same radius r according to the latitude. In our treatment the 

variation of /Hlwith latitude is disregarded, that is, ~ is consid~r

ed as unity (the value on the equatorial plane). 

Using this field intensity, the gyro-frequency(fH) was calcu-

lated and fH vs. height is illustrated in Fig. 1.15. 

1.4.4 Eleotron density distributions assumed for our ray tracing 

Aa was mentioned previously, the ray path and the distribution 

of the electron density in the exosphere are mutua~ly correlated. 

Thert we can not help taking the following way: Assume ,first various 

distributions of the electron density of the exosphere, and based , 
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on the distribution calculate the ray path and dispersion D. Select 

the most appropriate one out of the assumed distributio~s, taking 

account of the properties of the observed whistlers. 

It is however ~ difficult problem to assume a distribution of 

the electron density in the exosphere without any information thereof. 

From a measurement of the intensity and polarization of the zodiacal 

light, Siedentopf(1953) supposed the electron density to be approximate

ly 6~108m-3 at the distance of the earth's orbit from the sun. This 

value may be of the electron density a little distant from the earth, 

not the one in the proxi:-,i ty of the earth. It is because we can not 

imagine that the electron density decreases rapidly down to the above 

value in the outer space of the F layer. 

hfter all the following distributions are tentatively assumed. 

Type, lleight(km), 

All 300~ h~ 16500, 

16500 s'h, 

AL 300 ~ h ~ 1000, 

1000 ~ h, 

B 300~h ~5000, 

5000 ~ h, 

c 300 ~ h, 

D 300 5 h $-1000, 

Humber of electron(m- 3 ) 

1.8X1011exp{_6.51X10-4(h-300)} 

4X22810 5(h+6370)-5 

1.24x1012exP{-3.45x10-3(h-300)1 

same as type All 

1 .8 X 1011 exp 1-1 .21)( 10- 3 (h- 300 ) I 
8 6X10 (constant) 

1.8X101 \ 6670 5(h+6370)-5 : nr = constant 

1.24x1012exp l-4.61110- 3(h-300)! 

These distributions are also shown in Fig. 1.15. 

In general the distribution will change not a little with lati-

tudes. 3ut it is not easy to take the latitude dependency into account, 

in calculating the ray path. 
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1.4.5 Some examples of the calculated ray path 

Computation was made of ray paths in the space higher than 300Km 

(at the top of the ionosphere). Their initial ray direction were 

obtained from (,.60). 

First,eq. (1.7) was used for n, that is the wave frequency is 

sufficiently small as compared with the plasma frequency f and gyro-, ° 
frequency f H, Ray paths calculated are illustrated in Fig. 1.16, 

using the distributions indicated in Table 1.2, namely the difference 

of the maximum electron density for high and low latitude is partly 

taken into consideratior:, r::'he calculated di spersions and path lengths 

are listed in Table 1.2, Dotted lines on the graph are the geomag-

netic lines of force. 

Influence of the difference of the density distribution on the 

ray path is examined fo~ the path starting from the latitude 40°, 

which is shown in Fig. 1.17. ~he ray patmunder the distribution 

type C, are shown in Flg. 1.18. 

Second, the case in which f/fH is not neglected, is treated, 

then the refractive index is given by (1~3). Since the computation 

in this case is very trouble work, only for the whistlers starting 

from the latitude 40°, the paths are obtained for frequencies, 10, 

20, 30Kc/s and under the distribution, type AH• 
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Table 1.2 The results of calculations. 
======-o.::;:=-=-=----.--======--===--=-:=="'"..===:~=~~-"---== -::-:--= 

Curve No. in I Start End Disper~ion Path ~ Electron 
Fig. 1.16 e e D(sec2 ) length(Km) distribution 

V I',! 40° 180-33° 85 57,000 ----A1:---

IV 50° 130-43° 90 31,400 I AH 

60° 180-40° I 85 19,200 I AL 

75° 

III 

II 

I I 80° 180_61° 53 ± 5,500 I AT -- -- - -- - - - - - - 800--- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - i- - - - - ~ - --

____ --+ ___ --L_1_8,_0_-_7 6_._5 ° . " 30 __ 3, 200_~ _______ ~ __ . __ .. __ _ 
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Chapter 1:5 Some considerations for the calculated results, as 

compared with the observed whistlers. 

1:5.1 Asymmetric feature of the ray path 

As Storey has shown theoretically, the ray is bunched around 

the direction of magnetic field. After the presentation of this 

theory, many theoretical investigations have been made with the as-

sumption that the ra~c path coincides with a line of force of the 

geomagnetic field, for the sake of convenience. 

As we see in FiCi. 1.1 E to 1.19, the calculated ray paths 

indicate asymmetric feature with resnect to the magnetic equator, 

and do not follow the I:l2,,(lletic lines of force. (i'hese results teach 

us that the discrepanc l~(~tween the actual path ani the assumed one 

may be considerable. 

IIowever in Fig. 1.16, some ray path starting from higher lati-

tudes seems to have more '~r'TImetrical feature -I;han those from lO''ler 

latitudes have. UndeT more strict consideration, ray path from 

hiGher latitudes in Fie. 1.16 may not be correct because especially 

for the path from higte~ lati tudes the appro:d:nation f/fH<<.1 will 

not be satisfied. 1--8 ~ll'.2strated in Fig. 1 .1~ the patn s computed 
J 

using more accurate expression of the refractive index show that the 

higher the frequency of the wave is , the more inner path the wave 

takes, so that the path from higher latitude becomes more symmetric. 

One path was computed as a trial with the same condition as 

those shown in Fig. 1.16 besides a difference in the distribution 

of electron density, more sharply decreasing with height than 

the type-A~. This path is listed at the bottom of the Table 1.2. 
L 
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From this example, together with the results shown in Figs.l.17 

and 1.18, it can be concluded that the rays take more inner paths 

b~T a more sharply dec~e~sing distribution of electron density. 

1.Tery recently, a similar ray path calculation of the whistlers 

was made by Yabroff (195S), using an electronic computer. The 

resul ts are almost identical with ours vri th a li ttle discrenar.c·r 
• ,j , 

which might be due to Fe Arror of our calculation. In order to 

compare the Yabroff' S :C'08Pl t '.vi th ours, 2i g. 1.20 is given, where 

the final lati tude of 08.C:1 path is plotted a,~ainst the initial 

latitude of the paths under the distribution of the electron densi-

ty type-"E (dotted line by '[abroff and solid line b,; l:imura, the 

la t ter corresponding to ~i'ig. 1.16). Therefore Yabroff' s compu ta-

tion :,~so indicates 0. considerable asymmetry especially for lowcr 

latitudes. 

~Ielliwell and Gehrels (1958) carries out an experiment of the 

man-made v/histler by usin'~ 15Kc/s wave intermittently transmitted 

at :mnapolis. "he 3';.,.i1~cl received at Cape Eorn (magnetically cOY'ju-

gate point of Annapolis) with average time delay of 0.7 second. 

This experiment (corrc3.'onding to a comparativel;y high latitude) 

sometime s showed th a tt, e ray path was no t ahTays symmetric and 

the shape of the ray path was greatly changeable. 

1 :5.2 Long whistler, s)-lort whistler and whistler train 

How that we have known for the ray path of the whistlers to 

be not always symmetric with respect to the magnetic equator, a 

question may arise about the mechanism of the long whistler and the 

whistler train, which have been considered as produced by twice or 
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more repetitions propagating along the same pat~. 

Besides the case using very rapidly decreasing electron density 

with height, the asymmetry of the path will not be avoided, so that 

the apex shifts toward t:18 other hemisphere, as shown in Fig. 1.16 

etc. And this asymmetric feature is more intensified for the paths 

from lower latitudes and severer at lower frequency even for those 

from higher latitudes. 

Hence it should be expected that in higher latitudes thelong 

whistler may be detectable but in lower latitudes the long whistler 

can not be heard. r.!:'his ioage appears to be almost satisfactor;:( as 

we see that t 11e long ,.Yri,~ners aTe heard at Nakkanai(geomagnetic 

latitude 35.5°), whereas only the short whistlers ~re observed at 

Toyokawa(24.S o ). 

?urther, we can say that even in higher latitudes the distribu

tion of electron densi t:.- must be a certain special one for the long 

whistlers to be detectable. ;,;oreover, for explaining the whistler 

trains, severer limitation on the distribution may be required. 

~s mentioned beforo, there is a kind of whistler train, the 

maximum loudness of 7Thi Cl~ C; ,~llears at the third or fourth repeti tion 

of the whistler. This phenomenon may be interpreted as follows. 

Suppose the case in which the ray path is nearly symmetric but with 

a little bit of asymmetric feature, and let a source be in the 

south from the receiving point of the northern hcraisphere. Then the 

first retruned whistler (long whistler) will strike the earth a 

little bit north from the source due to a small amount of the aSJ.fi

metry of the path. After a several repetitions the returned whistler 

will come to just the receiving point, and will be heard as the loud-
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est whistler. Then they will pass over the receiving point to the 

north and agai~ their loudness decreases. In this case the attenua

tion within the exosphere is assumed to be neGli~ible. 

Recently there was proposed a new thought for the ray path, to 

solve a question about the ray path asymmetry (,Jmit:-l et al, 1959). 

:~amC'l:,~ they have show: t:;~,t the whistlers can be gilided almost 

exactly along a magnptic line of force by a field aligned duct which 

may be produced by a loc,] enhancement of the electron density r'clong 
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Chapter 1.6 Attenuation for VLF electromagnetic waves in the 

ionosphere 

1.6.1 Preliminary remarks 

In obtaining the ray path of the whistler, we have always neg-

lected the mean frequency of collisions V in t'le refractive index. 

But when we consider tile penetration of the waves through the iono-

sphere, especially the lower part of tlle ionosphere, the collision 

of electron with neutral particles cannot be ignored. It will then 

contribute to the absorption of t;.e wave. 

At the bottom of t::e ionosphere, electron density, and therefore 

the critical frequenc:/ and the refractive index, increase very 

rapidly with height. T~en there will be a partial reflection. 

Really speaking, the diurnal variation of occurrence frequency 

of the whistlers (see Fie. 1,3) suggests that the ionosphere is in 

charge of the attenuatio~ of the VLF electromagnetic waves in the 

daytime. Hence in this c~ apter a consideration on the attenuation 

within tr.e ionosphere i3 presented. 

::~ow we remind the refractive index n given by the formula (1.1). 

Under the '~uasi-longi tudiClal approximation, the re fracti ve index 

for the extraordinary mode is simply reduced to 

, 

1 -
-f/ , 

f -fft t.05@ - j 1.. f 
zlt 

( 1 .68 ) 

Let n be given by the expression 

n = :t(ol - j~). 
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# 

(Remark that in this expression, of. is a phase constant and ~ is an 

absorption coefficient, and they are in qui te !"'10ther nota.tion than 

those used earlier ~8 ~~;les). Then from (1.68) a~d (1.69), we get 

cl =j~{ I-~ +J(,-~)2-r~~1 = 
20 

~ =Jii }-I +J(~_,)1+ 7~{ = i 
2<1. 

J 

where 
~ tol f - hcn.,@ 

= 
-f ( f - fH <.cb~) 2 -t ( :i01 

, 

} 1= ~ 
-.) 

+ (+ - fH W,6»)1 T ( /l\y. 
( 1.72) 

Using the above defined notations, the amount of the attenuation 

by absorption suffered during the travel of a wave is given by the 

factor 

e -f 

where r = 
2.7tf 

c f f.> ds ) 
} (1.73) 

and ds is a path ele:,1ent (for the vertical incidence, ds is reduced 

to dh). '211e integratio::1 is performed along the path wi thin the 

range under considerati'~, 

Partial reflec tion coefficient (R) for vertic"l incidence is 

calculated by a complex quantity 

R = r _I ~ e-jf~oldh dh ~ 
') e>!.. d h 

(1.7~) 

where A is the wave length (lJamba and :,~aeda, 1939; Bremmer, 1951). 

The fa{or of attenuation caused by the partial reflection is defined 

by 
1 - (real part of R). (1.75) 
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1.6.2 Electron density and mean frequency of collision in the 

ionosphere 

In the calculatio~ of the attenuation, the following distri

bution of electron density in the ionosphere is used, which was 

proposed by i"atumoto ~ 1960) . It is applicable to the season around 

the equinox of middle latitudes. That is: 

1. For the F region: ~i(h) data calculated from h'-f curve at Caven

dish laboratory is adopted. 

2 • .e'or the E region: ,'" ';'.odifiE!d Chapman layer is assumed, where 

the scale height is taken to be a linear function with respect to 

the altitude,and arourq t~e sunrise and su~set the curvature of 

the earth is taken into account. 

3. For the 1) region: :1. t midday, a model proposed by Nicolet (1960) 

is adopted. 

Then the total distribution of the electron density is as shown in 

Fig. 1.21. 

i,lean frequency of collision of the electron with neutral parti

cles at the altitude higher than about 120Km will vary diurnally, 

while in the ~ region or below, the frequency of collision is regard

ed as invariant of the ~i~e of day. In Fig. 1.22 the quantity is 

plotted. 

1.6.3 Calculation of the attenuation in the ionosphere 

In calculating the attenuation, the following assumptions 

were made. 

1. The wave is assumed as incident vertically to the ionosphere. 

And the angle® in e~.(1.72) is 300 irrespective of the altitude. 
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2. Gyro-frequency is 1Mc/s. 

Using the quantities previously supposed, (1.71) and then(1.73) 

were calculated. Diurnal variation of the attenuation (in db) given 

by (1.'73) is shown in Fig. 1.23, for frequency 3Kc/s. Dependence of 

the attenuation upon frequency is as shown in Fig. 1.24. These 

graphs indicate that the attenuation is greater for higher frequency, 

and in the daytime. ?ig. 1.23 will explain the diurnal variation of 

the intensity and the occurrence frequency of the whistlers and other 

VLF phenomena. 

The partial reflection coefficient R given by (1.74) is about 

0.6 at noon. Then the factor of attenuation caused by the partial 

reflection will be about 8 db. 

In the exosphere, the frequency of collision is so low that the 

absorption due to the collosion will be almost negligible. 
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Chapter 1.7 Concluding remarks 

The problem of ray tracing of the VLF electromagnetic waves 

in the magneto-active plasma was treated. The autho~ could prove 

that when the parameters of the medium change in one direction, the 

so-called Snell's law governs the behavior of the wave normal of 

the wave in the medium, which is even anisotropic, as well as in 

an isotropic medium. Then a simple numerically calculating method 

was devised for the ray tracing of the whistlers in the exosphere 

by the Snell's law. 

The actual calculation of the ray path taught us many interesting 

informations, such as the asymmetry of the path, the dependency of 

the path on the distribution of the electron density etc., in spite 

that the calculation is an approximate method and naturally not so 

precise as that obtained by an electronic computer. 

According to our calculations, it was ooncluded that even for 

the path starting at high latitude on the ground, the ray paths were 

not always symmetric with respect to the magnetic equator and actual-

ly some severe condition would be needed to explain the many times 

repeating echoes or train. Then as Smith has proposed, the field 

aligned ionization would help the propagation of the whistlers in 

some cases. 

Attenuation of the VLF waves in the ionosphere was estimated. 

It amounted to 25 - 50db at noon, and 7 .-....,12db around 6h and 18h 

for frequency 3"'10Kc/s. The attenuation due to the partial ref-

leotion is about 8db at noon. 
yet 

As has notAbeen mentioned, the direction of the wave normal 
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along the ray path is imp{tant, because according to the calculation 

the wave normal at the opposite end of the path is not always direct

ed to the vertical of the ionosphere. It is associated with a very 

complicated ptoblem of the penetration of the wave energy through 

the ionosphere. This problem must be treated wave theoretically 

in a spatially rapidly varying medium. Although the author did not 

deal with it at all, it may cause an additional attenuation within 

the ionosphere. 
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PART 11 

EFFECT OF A CHARGED PARTICLE BEAM ON THE PROPAGATION OF THE 

VLF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES IN THE IONOSPHERE AND EXOSPHERE 

(Originating mechanism of the VLF emissions) 

Chapter 2.1 Introduction 

As described in the previous part of this paper, we have known 

the existence of the whistler mode of propagation of VLF electromagne

tic waves in the ionosphere and exosphere owing to the atmospherics, 

ca~led whistler. Hence, whatever VLF electromagnetic wave, VLF noise 

or emissions generated in the exosphere are propagated in the whistler 

mode. Of course, in this case, the wave is dispersed like whistlers 

due to the dispersive property of the medium. 

Recently various VLF phenomena spontaneously originated in the 

exosphere, have drawn our attention as well as the whistlers. These 

phenomena are generally named "VLF emissions"(Gallet 1959) and are 

usually called da~ chorus, hiss etc. depending upon the frequency

time characteristics. The origin of the VLF emissions has been thou

ght as existing in the exosphere rather than in the space below the 

ionosphere. The evidence is due to the fact that the VLF emissions 

correlate much with the magnetic activity of the sun and- do not with 

terrestrial phenomena such as the lightnings. 

We must, then, consider some mechanism of radiation taking place 

in the exosphere, that is , in a magneto-active plasma. Until now 

several theories have been proposed for the interpretation of the VLF 

emissions. These theories can be classified into two categories: The 

one is to consider directly mechanisms of electromagnetic wave emis-
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sion, such as due to cyclotron radiation, Cherenkov radiation. The 

other is to consider a certain mechanism of VLF wave amplification, 

namely a weak noise, such as thermal noise, is amplified in the exo

sphere, so that it becomes powerful enough to be heard on the ground. 

The both classes of mechanism are, however, common on the point that 

they depend greatly on the charged particles injected into the exosph

ere with high speed. 

The electromagnetic wave emissions caused by the previously des

cribed mechanisms, cyclotron radiation etc., are not so sufficiently 

intense as to explain the VLF emissions. Therefore the mechanism of 

amplification will be effective, if it is actually possible in the 

exosphere. 

Gallet and Helliwell(1959) have suggested a possibility of TWT 

(traveling wave tube) like amplification by means of the incoming ele-

ctron beam in the exosphere. Bell and Helliwell reported a theoreti

cal calculation, the resl~lt of which supported the TWT theory. 

In spite of the fact, the author has found that Bell's calculation 

was incorrect and TWT theory could not always be applicable to t~e 

VLF electromagnetic waves in the magneto-active plasma. In place of 

TWT mechanism, a new mechanism of amplification by means of the inter

action of the wave with a proton cyclotron mode of the beam is found. 

In what follows, the effect of a charged particle beam on the 

propagation of VLF electromagnetic waves in a magneto- active plasma 

is tre~ted theoretically and then it is applied to reexamining the 

TWT mechanism of amplification in the exosphere and to verifying the 

possibility of a new mechanism of amplification by a proton beam. 
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Chapter 2.2 On the VLF emissions 

2.2.1 Outstanding features of the VLF emissions 

The VLF emissions can be heard with a receiver usually uti zed 

for the whistler observation. The frequency characteristics is also 

analysed by a sonagraph as is done on the analysis of the whistlers. 

According to the frequency-time characteristics of the VLF emis

sions, they are distinctly classified into two groups (Gallet 1959). 

The first is "discrete type" of emissions and the second is "continu-

ous type". The former includes "dawn chorus", "hooks", "risers", "fall

ing tones", "quasi-horizontals" etc. (see Fig. 2.1). Such a phenome

non does appear for a short time duration of the order of 0.5 to 

second, and the frequency of each phenomenon varies continuously in 

time with various ways within the frequency region from several kC/s 

up to several tens kC/so At a moment each discrete emission has the 

frequency spectrum which is confined in a narrow frequency-time chara

cteristics such as that taken by sonagraph is a continuous thin line. 

The latter, continuous type, is called "hiss". This emission, 

on the other hand, is heard for more than one hour, and the occupied 

frequency band of the spectrum at a moment is as wide as several kc/s, 

and almost invariant in time (see Fig. 2.2). 

The intensity of the strongest emissions detected at the ground 

is 10- 13 to 10-14 W/m2(c/s) in power flux density (Allcock, 1957; 

Gallet and Helliwell, 1959). 

There is another remarkable property of the emissions. The sta

tistical study of the diurnal variation of the dawn chorus activity 

made by Allcock (1957) shows that the local time of m&ximum dawn 

chorus activity is linearly dependent upon geomagnetic latitude as 
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Fig. 2.3(a) Local time of maximum dawn chorus activity 

vs, geomagnetic latitude (aTter Allcock). 
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station (after Allcock). 
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shown in Fig. 2.3(a), and when the data are replotted as a polar graph 

of local geomagnetl0 time against the height above the equator of the 

magnetio line of foroe passing through the observing station, the 

curve fitting the data ls charaoteristios of the locus of a positive

ly charged incoming particles being deflected by the earth's magnetic 

field (see Fig: 2.3(b)). Yoshida has obtained a similar result for 

the dawn chorus observed during geomagnetic storms (Yoshlda, 1960). 

Existence of a close association between aurorae and certain 

hiss has been reported (Martin, Helliwell, Marks, 1960). This evidence 

seems to imply also th~t the origins of VLF emissions are much related 

with incoming positive particles, especially protons. 

2.2c2 Hypotheses of the originating mechanism of the VLF emissions 

Originating mechanisms of the VLF emissions so far proposed are 

summarized as follows. 

1. TWT (traveling wave tube) like mechanism of amplification (Gallet 

and Helliwell, 1959; Gallet, 1959; Bell and Helliwell, 1959): This 

hypothesis is based on the postulation that the longitudinal inter

action of a whistler mode wave with a traveling plasma oscillation 

(or a space charge wave) of the incoming electron beam would bring 

about an amplification of the whistler mode wave provided that the 

average velocity Uo of the incoming beam approximates the phase velo

city vph of the electromagnetic wave, that is Uo~vph' According to 

Bell and Helliwell (1959) the gain of the amplification is expected 

to be about 2 db per wave length. The input signal is assumed to be 

proyided by thermal radiation, whistler energy, or possibly Cherenkov 

radiation. 

2. Cherenkov radiation (Ellis, 1951): Cherenkov radiation of a 
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frequency takes place if the velocity of a charged particle in a 

medium exceeds the phase velocity of the electromagnetic waves of the 

frequency in the medium. The required condition for the Cherenkov 

radiation is quite similar to that imposed on TWT mechanism (Ondoh, 

1961). 

3. Doppler-shifted cyclotron radiation of protons (Mac Arthur, 1959; 

Murcray and Pope, 1960): Gyro-frequency of prot,?ns in the exosphere 

is always very much smaller than that of the VLF emissions ordinarily 

heard. If the proton approaches with the velocity Uo to an observer, 

the observed frequency of the cyclotron radiation will be shifted up 

to several kcls due to the Doppler dffect and as the result the radi

ation to be heard as a VLF emission. Then the condition of the pro

ton gyro-frequency to be shifted up to a few kc/s is approximately 

given by Uo~vph' being identical to the condition required for TWT 

mechanism. 

Thus the frequency-time characteristics of the VLF emissions 

can be explained by means of anyone of the previous three mechanisms. 

However the intensity of the Cherenkov radiation and proton cyclotron 

radiation possible in the exosphere are both too small to account for 

the observed strongest dawn chorus. Consequently the mechanism of 

amplification must work simultaneously wi th some of the electrOJlagn&

tic wave radiation mechanisms or with some powerful seed. 
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Chpter 2.3 The effect of a charged particle beam on the propagation 

of electromagnetic waves in the magneto-acti~e plasma 

2.3.1 Preliminary consideration 

Consider a region where a charged particle beam runs through an 

ambient plasma. The ambient plasma is assumed to be composed of ele

ctrons and protons and to be permeated by a static magnetic field Bo. 

-The charged particle beam is also a plasma consisting of electrons 

and protons, and will flow in the average along lines of the static 

magnetic field, unless any constant electric field ezists to provide 

the beam with a drift velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field. 

It is also assumed that the beam and the ambient plasma are uniform 

over a sufficiently large region of interest, far distant from boundar

ies. 

In order to determine the propagation modes of VLF electromagne

tic waves in such a coezisting region of the ambient plasma and the 

b~am, the following equations are necessary and sufficient (Bailey, 

1 'J48; 1950). 

i) Mazwell's field equations. 

ii) The equations of conservation of electrons and positive ions 

constructing the beams. 

iit) Mazwell's laws of the transfer of momentum in miztures of 

different kinds of particles. 

In applying the above equations to our Problem, further assump

tiops will be made: Thermal motions of the individual particles in 

th~ ambient plasma and in the beam are neglected so that the particles 

are in zero temperature plasmas. Collisions between charged particles 
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and neutral particles are also neglected hereafter because in the prac

tical medium that is in the exosphere the density of the neutral par

ticles is very small. Physical quantities, such as magnetic field in

tensity, particle densities, particle velocities etc. are assumed ge

nerally to be made up of static (or constant) components and varying 

components (or perturbation), the latter being much smaller than the 

former. The static or constant quantities will be indicated if nece

ssary by means of the suffix 0, to discriminate them from the per

turbations. Fundamental equations described above are generally non 

linear. To linearize them, products of perturbation quantities will 

be neglected. 

The resulting equations for the perturbations yield plane wave 

solution of the form 

Aej(wt - kz) 

where w is the angular frequency of the wave, k is the propagation 

constant and z axis in Cartesian coordinate system is taken as the 

direction of wave propagation. Then without loss of generality, the 

constant magnetic field Bo and constant beam velocity Ue , Up of elec

trons and protons respectively are assumed to be directed so as to 

make an angle $ to z direction in the x-z plane. 

After all our problem will be reduced to seeing if there exists 

any spatially growing mode of VLF electromagnetic wave under the in

fluence of the charged partiole beam. 

2.3.2 Notations 

To give easy understanding of the following equations, all symbols 

to be utilized will be listed up below in alphabetical order, where 

MKS units are used: 
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Ilo, 18; static and varying magnetic flux density vector ie. ftlHo, }LIH 

c; light velocity in free space. 

v = II a / oX) + jJ (a I iJ Y) t- IK (0 / d Z ) 

m; varying electric field vector. 

e; magnitude of charge of an electron or a proton. 

EJ dielectric constant of free space. 

f=W/2~; wave frequency. 

fHe- wHe. /2 Tt; electron gyro-frequency-eBo/21lm. 

f Hp" w~p /2Tt , proton gyro-frequency=eBo/2ItM. 

fa; electron plasma frequency of 

fe; electron plasma frequency of the beam s 
e'Ne 
~o 

fp' proton plasma frequency of the beam • 

'i = ki/ko· 

I e'NL 
J 471'M£o 

!Ho' !H; static and var:;in,: magnetic field vector. 

~ 
4 J('m to 

J a , le' lp; convection current due to ambient electrons, moving 

electrons and moving protons respectively. 

k, ko ; propagation constant in the medium and in free space. 

kr' ki ; real and imaginary part of the propagation constant k. 

m, M; mass of an electron and a proton. 

~o; permeability of free space. 

n; refractive index of the medium~k/ko' 

Na ; average electron number density of the ambient plasma. 

Ne, Np ; average electron and proton number density of the beam. 

foil., fa.; average and varying electronic charge densi ty of the 

ambient plasma. 

fop,fp,,foe,fe' analogous meaning to the above quantities. 

foCI." -eNa , .foe"" -eNe , fop" eN p ' 
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t; time 

Ue , Up' constant velocity vector of an electron beam and a proton 

beam. 

Ua , ue ' up; perturbation terms of velocity of electrons in the 

ambient plasma, of those of electrons and protons in 

the beam. 

We r, e/ c, IV P c II p/ c • 

Xa f a
2/f2 , Xe = fe2/r2, and Xp = f p

2/f2 • 

~e = nVex ' ~p = nVpx • Ye= fRe/ f , Yp. fRp/f. 

Le= nVex ' Gp· nVpx • ~ = n 2 _ 1. 

x, y, z; Cartesian coordinates. 

x, y, z as suffix imply respectively x, y, z components of the 

quantity. ,.. 
G; angle between z axis~"!c.ve normal) and vector Eo which is in the 

same direction as bot~ V e , IIp. 

2.3.3 Fundamental equations 

The fundamental eQuations to determine the modes of electro-

magnetic wave propagation in the magneto-active plasma under the influ-

ence of a. charged particle beam, are Maxwell's field equations, con-

servation equations of charges and equations of transfer of momentum 

of the constituents 

'i1 Y. IH alE 
£ 0 ()t + Jet + JTp + J e , (2.1 ) 

'7 X lE 
dlB 
at J (2.2) 

v §€ + afe 
o ) 

I at 
v lTp + lli = 0) at 
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JJa. -= U Q ( foil. + f et ) 

} Je = ( [1 e T Ue )( foe + fe) J 

JTp :::. ( Up + t/p)( fop + fp ) , 

c3l(a. - ~ {lE 1- 1U.Q. X ( !B o + 1B) } , at (2.5) 

~ ~te + {( lUe + ", e) "} 111.. e {lE ( } 
Cl "" V ""'- : - m + TIe T lJ,(e)x(lBo t-IB) , (2.6) 

,,()~p + {(Up t lAp)VJllAp ~ {lE + (Up + 1L.{p )X(So+ lE)}, (2.7) 

where the effect of protons in the ambient plasma is neglected as is 

made in the magneto-ionic theory. 

As the above equations are not always linear, in the following 

all products of two perturbations are neglected so as to linealize 

the equations. Static magnetic flux density Bo in the equations (2.5) 

to (2.7) can be regarded as that of the applied magnetic field, if 

electrons and protons in the beam do not make any static current in 

the direction of the beam. Therefore in the following calculation, 

we assume that the number densities of electrons and protons in the 

beam are the same and moreover do the average velocities of electrons 

and protons, or assume th~t additional magnetic field due to a static 

convection current is negligibly small. 
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Chapter 2.4 Effect of an electron beam on the VLF wave propagation 

in the magneto-active plasma (Reexamination of the 

TWT mechanism in the exosphere) 

The principle of ~VT (traveling wave tube) like amplification is 

attributed to the energy exchange by the interaction between a longi

tudinal electron plasma wave and a longitudinal electric field of 

the electromagnetic wave. When it is applied to VLF electromagnetic 

wave propagating in the exosphere, the angle e of the earth's magne

tic field with z direction (wave direction) must not be zero, other-

wise an electromagnetic wave propagating along the line of the earth's 

magnetic field (6=0) has no longitudinal electric field (Gallet and 

Helliwell, 1959; Gallet, 1959; Bell and Helliwell, 1959). 

Now to verify the possibility of TWT like amplification in the 

exosphere, a quite general treatment must be made. Only a simplifi-

cation is that we can neglect the effect of protons in the beam as 

well as that in the ambient stationaTY plasma. 

By using the assumption of plane wave, all variables changing 

in ej(wt-kz), then the equations (2.1), (2.3) to (2.1) are rewritten' 

in x, y, z components as follows, where varying magnetic field H is 

eliminated by means of (2.2), 

7-

( ~2_ ~1 ) Ex 1" j wjLo (fo..o ~o..x t" je.o Lte:x. -t Ye Uex.) = 

(k1
- ~:) Et 1" j W fo ()o..o IL(1Y -t feo Uey + fe ITet) ~ 

-R~E7. T jWJlo (fa.o LAa:z T feo LAe1. tfe"Uez) = 0) 

(w-kUez)fe - kfoe Uez,-= 0) 

j w U III -t W H Z U 0.. Y + ~ E J< ::: 0, 

- wHz tAll~ + j CA,) IJ/l.-y 
e - 0 

t tU Ht. IJ '" Z + m l::: y -= , 

- oJli~ 11 o..y -t- j w lieu T ~ t:.z=O) 
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0, (2.8) 

0, (2~9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13 ) 

(2.14) 



where 

with 

j (lA,) -kD ez.) Ltet + WHZ Uey + ~ UJ -~Uez. Ex = 0) 

On eliminating 18, 1I1e' Ye from the above, we obtain 

C:n.Ual. + Cx.y Ua.y + C:x:zUQz;: 0, 

Cyx. Ual. + Cyy Uay + Cyz Ua.z == 0) 

CzxUax t Czy i.J.Q.1 + ezz Uo.z == 0 J 

(ll. ~ - ~ ( X 0. + X e -t :S) - y~ ') ) 

} 

Cx. y 

C;u 
= jfYL(XCl+XeJ<>t- )))-Y~;?l 
= 'jl.Yl~ + ~7 (Xo.-I)) 

eyr = j Yz. ( X Cl t X e) + > + J J ) ) 
Cyy :: } ( X~ t Xo. t ~ ) t y;. 5 - y; ) 
CrI.. "" -j Y7..( Xa.-I t 5 Xl' t ;3) 

) 

(zx. = Xe'1. - Y-xYz 5 ) 
(zy ~jYx(Xo.+}Xet)-rl) J 

Czz = Xe t f(xQ-I) + lx.1 '») 

5 = I-YlVez) 7= l1Vcx, >=nl-I, 

Vez= Vec..(59) Vel.=Ves'ln9) y=fuerf) 

I 

I 
I 

J 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

The necessary and 8 1 cfficient condition for (2.18) to have non-

zero solution is that the determinant formed by the coefficients of 

(2.18) equals zero. 

(Xl. (xy (xz 

Cp .. (IY Cyz == 0,.. 
J 

(2.21) 

Czt Czy Cu 
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This equation is generally called dispersion equation and is of the 

8th degree of n (refractive index) in this case. 

When e aO, that is, the wave propagates in the direction of the 

earth's magnetic field vector, the dispersion equation yields 

Cx.x.C yy - Cx. yCy1... = 0) 

C zz = 0) 

Eq. (2.22) can be written as 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

J I l ( X x 0.. ) I ( ) n - V (I - y) n - 1- e -1=7 n - V X~ t Xe - I + Y == 0, (2.22)' 
or 

11 nJ
--v' (ltj)n~-(I-Xe- )(lty)n_-

I lXQ,+Xe-I-Y)::o o. 
I + V (2.22) 

w().l/~ 

The upper yields extraordinary electromagnetic mode and fast cyclo-
" 

tron mode of right handed polarization. The lower yields ordinary 

electromagnetic wave mode and slow cyclotron mode of left handed 

polarization. 

(2.23) is reduced to 

X'e 
( I - n V) 1. = I _ Xa. 

I 

(2.23) 

This equation provides space charge wave modes. Insofar as the prac-

tical TWT in very high frequency region is concerned, Xa = 0, so that 

I 
(2.23) yields a fast space charge mode and slow space charge mode, 

that is, 

n ... ~(1 - fe/f), 

1 
n = v(1 + fe/f). 

The latter slow space charge wave mode causes an amplification of 

a slow circuit wave propagating along a spiral in a syn6hronous 

speed with the space charge wave due to the coupling between these 

two modes. 
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In our case, however, Xa ", 0 and in addition Xa» 1 since the 

frequency of our problem is very low as compared with the electron 

/ 
ple.sma frequency of the ambient plasma, so that the root n of (2.23) 

will tacome complex: 

n = _1- (I ±. j J Xe 
V XQ. - I 

(2.26) 

'I'he above may be understood as the space charge wave itself being a 

,;p'owtng wa.ve (Sumi, 1959;. 

WheT, et-a, a coupling between the electromagnetic wave mode and 

the ahove mentioned growing space charge wave mode is expected. In 

general 1 (2.21) of the 8th degree can not be solved analytically. 

The I'ootS were consequen-cly obtained by means of the electronic com-

puter Y.:DC-1 of iCyoto 'Tn':versity. In order to reexamine Bell's result 

(Eell B,nd Helliwell, 1959) the following condi tions of the medium and 

th~ be'3.ID are assumed. 

f 1" / (H a.'" AC, s ,,'a 

f He == 1jIJc/s, 

~,) = 10 - 3N a 0= 1.? 4 X 1 0'( m - 3 , 
'e 

U e 1 .6 X 101 m/ Gp 

f =< 0.5 "" 8kc / s , 

Cl = 10" ' 0 '" , ;".u • 

In Fig. 2.4 and. 2.5 the roots n of the dispersion eq'.lauon (~.L1) 

verslls frequency f by inserting the above data are shown. To avoid 

complexity, three roots; forward propagaing extraordinary electro-

magne'\,l" ,n~.-( ~('I f;A.lled whistler mode and complex space charge wave 

modes (+;'110 conjugate roots) are merely plotted 'beci::l.u".::: .:"t'h,~r roots 

have no important effect on the coupling of the Ulree modes of inter

Pqt. These figures indicate that n of the whistler mode is always 
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40r-~------------------------------------

3C 

20 

10 

o 

fa = 1 MC/s (Na = 1.24X 1010m- 3) 
f He ... 1 MC/s 

N 10-3N e a 
U e .. 1. 6 x 1 07 m/ 8 

e = 100 

no : whistler Dode (real) 

* n1' n1: space charge wave modes 

n1= n1r+ jn1i' n~= n 1r-jn 1i 

10n1i 
-------------------------------------

--+~ f ~·~c/s 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 

Fi6.~.4 lefractive indices n of the coupled modes (8 =10°) 
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Fig.2.5 Refractive indices n of the coupled modes ( e == 300
) 
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real root over the coupling range of frequency and so an electromag

netic wave of the whistler mode can not give (or take) energy to (or 

from) space charge wave, even if the phase velocities of the both modes 

are in synchronism. 

In con~luding, the amplification of the VLF electromagnetic wave 

by means of the coupling with the electron beam in the exosphere can 

not be expected. Only a possibility is that a growing space charge 

wave will be partly converted to a wave of the whistler mode, if the 

space charge wave passes a certain boundary. In this case, however, 

there exists no frequency selectivity which is necessary to account 

for the queer frequency-time characteristics of the dawn chorus and. 

the frequency spectrum of the hiss. 
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Chapter 2.5 Effect of a proton beam on the VLF wave propagation 

in the magneto-active plasma 

2.5.1 Modes of electromagnetic wave propagation under the existence 

of a proton beam 

In the preceding section we omitted the effect of protons. Non-

theless the proton seems to have strong effect when the Doppler shift-

ed proton gyro-frequency coincides the frequency of the electromagne-

tic wave of interest. In that case the transverse component of the 

electric field of the wave is important so that in the following only 

a perfect transverse case is treated; that is the case where the plane 

wave travels in the direction parallel to the earth's magnetic field 

(El = 0). 

The fundamental equations are identical with (2.1) to (2.7) in 

chapter 2.3. After linealization and eliminating H by means of (2.2), 

x, y components of eqs. (2.1), (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) are written 

as follows. 

1. 1.01. • 
(k - ~) Ex t J wf'-o ()OI.\Y(I.{ + foeuex T fopu..pl.) ;::: 0, ] 

(k~- ~~) Et + }"'JAo( )oQ.uQ.Y + foeue~ T fopupy);::: O. 

(2.28) 

'( ~ w-~Ue J w....:; k U Q ) U ex. -t W He U e y + n1 W El.=O,} 
• 1_) e w - k Ue 1:. 0 - LVHeUe;x. + J (lj)-~Ue Uey;-." w i-y;::: ) 

j(v-kOp)UPl.-WHp(,.(.Py- ~ w-RUp' I:-X=O) 

u) J 
lA,) U . 1_) e w - ~U P Ev:= 0, tip pt. + J (w - f{Op U,y -li1 w { 

(2.30) 
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where (2.3) is unnecessary. 

As is in the previous chapter, the dispersion equation is obtain

ed, under the condition that re, ua ' ~p' ~e must have non-zero solutio~. 

It becomes 

where A ... (X (l. t X r t-5 ) ~ p - Ye Y p 3 ' 
B ... (Xp-t-5)Ye~p-(k'll+~)Yp) 

with ~e = 1 - nVe , ~p = 1 - nVp , Ve - Ue/C, Vp = up/c, 

Eq. (2.31) is then rewritten as 

{ n Vp -( 1 + Yp)} [{ n Ve -( 1 -Ye)}{ t)'- (1- Xe - X P - I~; e)] - XeYeJ t XpYp! 1\ Ve -( 1 - Yell = 0) 

or f nVp - (1- Yp)} [f 11 Ve - (I t Ye)1{}t' -( I -X-c - X f - I ~~e ) 1 +- Xe Ye J - Xr yd 11 Ve -( 1 -I- Ye) 1 = o. 

Eq. (2.33) governs the right-handed polarized modes which include the 

extraordinary electromagnetic wave (whistler) mode and the slow cyclo-

tron mode of protons. On the other hand (2.34) governs the left-hand-

ed polarized modes which include the ordinary electromagnetic wave 

mode and fast cyclotron mode of protons. 

2.5.2 Spatially growing mode for VLF ~aves in the exosphere 

Among the above two equations, it is clear that the one which 

possesses a possibility of the existence of spatially growing mode of 

the VLF electromagnetic wave is (2.33). 

Dividing (2.33) by nVe-(1-Ye) , we have 

{ 11 Vp - ( I ... Y p ) H h ~ - ( I - X e - X P - I ! ; e t- h ~ ~(: y ~ ) ) r t" X r Y p == 0 • 

As each quantity of (2.35) has the following order of magnitude; 

Xa » 1, Ye>'? 1, Xe ~ Xa/Ye' yp« 1, Xp < 1, V p ~ Ve < 10-
1 

, 
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Xpyp is so small that the roots of (2.35) will be obtained approxi

mately from 

I 
Y\ - - ( I + Yp) - 0, 

Vp 

n1- (I - Xe-)(p- Xct
y 

+ ~eYe ) = O. 
1- e )I e-( I-Ye) 

Now we denote the root of (2.36) n1, that is 

(2.38) 

This mode is obviously a slow cyclotron mode of protons. (Siegman, 

1960). When one root of (2.37) is nearly the same as In11 and Ve~Vp' 

nVe - (1 - Ye)=::.Ye , 

so that (2.37) becomes 

n>' - (I - Xp - X lA. ) 

- ye o . 

Here we denote 

j I - Xp - XII. 
I - Ye 

, 
this being undoubtedly the whistler mode of VLF electromagnetic wave. 

Then (2.35) can be made as 

(n - n1)(n - no)(n + no) + Xpyp/Vp = 0, (2.40) 

where nomust be of the same order of n1. In (2.40) as the quantity 

XpYp/Vp is small, if we regard n~no~n1' (2.40) may be approximately 

reduced to the following quadratic equation; 

the roots of which are apparently, 

n = t(no + n1) ± J ~(no - n1 )2 - Xpyp/2n1 Vp. (2.42) 

n has complex roots only when 

t(no - n1)2 <. XpYp/2n1 V p. 

The maximum of the imaginary part of n occurs when 
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and in this case roots n become 

where 

n ... n1 t j r t 

¥ ... JXpYP/2n1Vp ... jXpyp!2(1 + yp), 

== J Xpyp/2. 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

(2.41) 

These complex roots clearly mean that the whistler mode wave and 

proton cyclotron wave simultaneously grow or decay as they propagate 

in the positive z direction. 

Now we can calculate the amplitude gain of the amplification. 

We denote the propagation constant k in real and imaginary parts, 

k = kr + jki' 

then kr .. kon1 - u.) (1 + yp) /Up ' 

k i = kol' ;::;: (2IIf/c)jtxPYP = 1.48X10-8jf~fHP/f (m- 1
). (2.48) 

As it is convenenient to express f~ and f Hp in terms of Np and f He , 

(2.48) is rewritten as 

ki ... 1.21 X 10-11JNpfHe/f (m- 1). 

The amplitude gain r may be defined in the form; 

r == e k ~i 

where 1 is the length for which the waves propagate. 

For one example, assume 

fHe/ f = 10
2

, Np - 101m- 3, 
6 

Q = 10 m, 

then k i = 2.3X 10-6m-
1 

t 

r ... e2.3 = 10 ... 20 db. 

(2.49) 

The oondition necessary for amplification is given by (2.44). 

It can be understood as 

namely the phase velocity vph of the whistler mode wave must be 

nearly identical with the velocity of proton beam since YP <<.. 1. 
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Consequently this condition is equivalent to that proposed by 

Gallet and Helliwell (1959). 

The frequency which satisfies (2.43) prescribes the frequency 

band to be simultaneously amplified. This band is appro~imately 

given by 

y 
Llf '" ~n;f , (2.52) 

For the quantities n 1 :: 20, ;- = 3.7 x 10-2 (Np :: 107 , fHe/ f '" 102 ), 

A f / f = 1.46 X 1 0 -
2 

= 1.4651
• 

This value implies that the frequency band to be simultaneously 

amplified by a single velocity of the beam is quite narrow, being 

about 45c/s for the frequency region of about 3kc/s. 

2.5.3 Physical interpretation of the spatially growing mode 

Until now we have c 'nsidered only mathematically whether or not 

there were comple~ roots corresponding to the whistler mode wave. 

It is however necessary to prove that one of the complex roots really 

implies a growing mode in apace. For that purpose, the energy con-

aideration may be necessary and sufficient. 

Now in speaking the conclusion in advance, the energy gained 

by the whistler mode wave and proton cyclotron wave is supplied only 

ffom the kinetic energy of the average velocity of the protons. 

Consequently the average velocity of the protons is slowed down in 

the direction of the earth's magnetic field, according as the whistler 

mode wave and the proton cyclotron wave are amplified. It is simply 

e~plained in the following way. 

The power gain rate of the whistler mode wave during a traverse 

of dz is given by a Ww _ .l. IP J ..L (lE x 111 .) J az -2~13Z T T J 
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'i' 

where;i, *, suffix T imply "real part of", "complex conjugate" and 

"transverse component" respectively. By using (2.1) and (2.2), (2. 

53) is converted to 

;,W", = _ -' 'RSjw~IE Il+J'w~OIH 11 lE lr"'l 
i) Z 2 l 2. T 2. T + T <lr , 

= - + i\l ( lE T • JJT ~ ) • 

I .I' "*" :* ... = 21tlefJl(N~~Ilx.+NeUe:l-Npu.p;() 
"* * 'I< } + eEy(NII.Ua.y t NeUey- NpUr'f) (W/.,."l.m;. 

(2.54) 

From (2.30) up ,u are determined in terms of Ex, Ey with k given x py 

by (2.48) for the maximum gain of amplification. Namely, 

~ p'1 
e w -k17~ jCw-RUe)El. t WtlpEY 

=M w l.U""HP - (w -kUp)l. 

Upy :: L lA) -It Up j t w - ~ Up) Ey - W H P E-:z. 
t1 LV w"'tlp _ (W _/(Up)l. 

then 
. e yp 

( El t" j Er) ) u. px. =: -/1 
Hi. Up 

J e yp 
( Ey - j E;x.) ) upV='-n 2.R~ Up 

where kiU
p 

is much smaller than wHpso that kiUp was ignored against 

WH~ In the same way u ex ' uey ' u ax ' uay are given from (2.28) and 

(2.29): 

L(u =-:-
e WHP (-jw'tlpEx~WHeEy) ) - ,. 

} 
m W wHe 

e w~p (-j wllpEy + wHeE)..) 
(2.57) 

lAey ~ . 
m W~H4! 
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e 
t.tll. = - y;;- WHe.-l.O 1 (jl.O Ex. - wlie fy)) } 

e I . 
uQ.y = - ~ W;t- W1 (]1.4,) Er t lUwe Ex) . 

(2.58) 

By using (2.56) (2.58), eq. (2.54) becomes simple, that is 

I ko~ Xr Yp I E 12 e2~·LZ. - 4 ,Alok'~ Up OT ) 

I k.~n,'l I Eor)2 e lRl2 (W/'fr\1:w. )) == -2. JAoW 

where (2.38) and (2.46) are used. In this derivation it is apparent 

that the power gain of the electromagnetio wave is supplied from the 

a" work done by trnsverse proton velocity running against the transverse 
" 

electric field. Notwithstanding the fact, the transverse velocity 

are not slowed down because it also acquires energy from the longitu-

dinal velocity Up, by means of the following mechanism. 

and 

The foroes which act transversely on a proton are 

F1 =eIUp)(IBT, 

F2 = e IUpTxlBO' 

The force whioh acts longitudinally on a proton is 

(2.60) 

(2.61) 

Physical works done by these forces per unit time, per unit cross 

section and per small axial length dz are respectively; 

- te'R (-up~; * (2.63) dW1 + UpyBx)UpNpdz, 

dW2 = te~ (-upXU;y + upyu;x)BoNpdz I: 0, (2.64) 

dWz 
1 ( * = 2e 1t upXBy - * upyB x) U pN p d Z = -dW 1 • (2.65) 

By using eqs. (2.2), (2.56) and (2.65), 
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_I X'pYpwk. rt, 
4 epo k; 

.where (2~46) is inserted. 

(2.66) 

In addi tion, let W.L be the transverse kinetic energy of the 

protons which flow across unit cross section in unit time, that is 

It will be easily proved that 

From the above results; (2.59), (2.66) and (2.67), it is proved 

that 

_ ~W~ 

az 
?lW, = --; 
02 (2.68) 

The identity (2.68) inevitably implies that the increased energy 

corresponding to the electromagnetic wave and the growing cyclotron 

wave is compensated by the depression of the longitudinal average 

velocity of the protons. 
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Chapter 2.6 Explanation of the VLF emissions in terms of the 

spatially growing mode by a proton beam 

2.6.1 Frequency-time characteristics of the VLF emissions 

According to the preceding chapters we obtained the conclusion 

that a VLF electromagnetic wave in extraordinary mode can be ampli-

fied by the transverse coupling with a synchronously running proton 

·beam rather than by the longitudinal coupling with an electron beam 

as in TWT. But the condition required for amplification is identical 

wahwhat has been used by Gallet and Helliwell(1959). Consequently 

the frequency versus time characteristics of the various VLF emissions 

may be accounted for from the condition if an appropriate distribu-

tion of the electron density in the exosphere is assumed as was shown 

in the cited paper. 

Repeating here the condition, from (2.51) 

v = U , 
ph P 

where vph is the phase velocity of the whistler mode of electromagne

tic wave and is given by 

(2.70) 

where (2.39) is used. 

The identity (2.69) with (2.70) yields the appropriate frequen-

cies to be amplified for the given velocity Up, ambient electron 

plasma frequency f"a and electron gyro-frequency f He , as 
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in ease Up is muoh smaller than the velocity of light c. The VLF 

emissions are plausible to be ezplained by the frequency given by 

(2.7 1 ). 

The frequency-time characteristics of the observed VLF emissions 

can, then, be interpreted as follows. 

a) Discrete type of emissions; dawn chorus, hooks, quasi-horizontals •... 

The frequency to be amplified, f1 given by (2.71), will spatial

ly change depending upon the spatial distriJution of ambient electron 

density Na and gyro-frequency f He and the velocity of proton beam. 

Now let a proton cloud the dimension of which is not so large, pass 

through the ezosphere, then it appears that the cloud proceeds emitt

ing the frequency f1 determined by the space parameters of the posi

tion of the cloud at every moment. The emitted wave is propagated 

in the whistler mode down to the ground, so that the traveling time 

is given by the integration (1.11) in Part I. Hence the frequency 

time characteristics can be ezplained by a total characteristics, that 

is the frequency dependence of the traveling time plus the time vari

ation of the emitted frequency f 1• 

For ezample, let the beam velocity Upbe constant and the ambient 

electron denSity be of the form that 

fa2;fHe = constant, 

then by (2.71) f1 must be constant with time. Such a case is consi

dered to be the case shown in Fig. 2.1(b), quasi-horizontal type. 

And in terms of an appropriate distribution of the ambient electron 

denSity, e.g. that given by a curve in Fig. 2.6, Gallet succeeded 

in showing the hook type of emissions. 

In the same way any type of the discrete emissions can be 
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explained by an appropriate assumption of the electron density 

distribution. The pure frequency-time characteristics as shown in 

Fig. 2.1 suggests that the size of the incoming proton cloud must 

be less than about a hundred kilometers. 

b) Continuous type of emissions; hiss 

This type of emissions is easily understood. If the length of 

the proton beam is considerably large, waves emitted from a large 

region of the space reach the receiver simultaneously, then the 

energy spectrum becomes broad and continues for a long time. 

2.6.2 Gain of the amplification 

Next, to estimate the gain of amplification for the VLF emissions, 

the length of coupling between the electromagnetic wave and the beam 

must be known. From the frequency-time characteristics of the dis-

crete type of emissions really observed, a hundred kilometers are 

supposed to be the axial (along a geomagnetic line of force) dimen-

eion L of the baam as described before. The length of coupling would 

be limited not only by the extent of spatial variation of the frequen-

cy to be amplified which is determined by (2.71), but also by such a 

dimension L of the beam, when the group velocity of the coupled mode 

is not the same as the average velocity of the protons. 

According to (2.42), the refractive index corresponding to the 

phase velocity of the coupled modes is 

n = t(no + n1 ), 

for the frequency range where the amplification takes place. Then 

the group velocity Vg of the ooupled modes is given by 

v = c/n l
, g 
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where n' = ~(nh =.1 (~ + n ) + -1 f 0 (n.+)1,) 
.i)f 1 0 '2. of • 

In using (2.38) and (2.39), we obtain approximately 

n' = 3no/4 

for the strongest interaction. Then the group velocity of the waves, 

Vg is 

Vg = 4c/3no = (4/3)vPh~(4/3)Up' 

where vph is the phase velocitya 

Consequently the wave energies of the whistler mode and the 

cyclotron mode travel with the velOCity Vg' 4/3 times faster than 

that of the proton itself. It would appear that the possible length 

of coupling must be smaller than 41, if the length of proton beam is 1. 

Now consider the quasi-horizontal type of emission. Then the 

maximum length of coupling will be 41, that is several 100Km or so. 

In this case suppose 

f a
2/fHe "" 8.55 X '0

6
c/s 

corresponding to f=3kc/s, Up=5600Km/s and f He on a geomagnetic line 

of force arising from the geomagnetio latitude 61 0 on the ground, 

then ki is calculated with Np as parameter and plotted in Fig. 2.1 

with height from 1000Km above the ground, for N =105 106, 101m-3 
p , 

respectively. This figure indicates that about 20 db for 500Km coup-

ling is expected in the lower region of the exosphere, if there 

exist 101m-3 of protons in the beam. 

For the hook type of emission, Gallet has postulated a distribu-

tion of N as shown in Fig. 2.6. Using the distribution of Na and 
a 

f He (see also Fig. 2.6) explained previously, the frequencies f to be 

amplified are calculated for 4000, 6000,~8000, 10000Km/s of Up as 

parameter (see solid curves in Fig. 2.8). According to Fig. 2.8, 
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it is apparent that in the region where the frequenoy f changes 

rapidly, the possible length of coupling is so short, that we may 

not b~ able to expeot even a few 100Km of coupling length. The dott

ed curves in the figure represent the corresponding ki • In this case 

ki has a maximum near 3000km above the ground. 

Until now, we have treated single velocity theory. In practical 

case the velocity of protons might be distributed in a range. Such 

a velocity distribution widens the frequenoy band to be simultane-

ously amplified. As the result, the length of coupling would be 

lengthened a little. However the extent of velocity distribution 

must not be so wide, because the frequency-time characteristics of 

discrete type emissions are usually thin line on the sonagrams. 

A1though we have not yet known plausible data of the proton 

density in the beam, from the observation of the auroral proton, we 

can expect the proton denSity to be of the order of 105m- 3in usual 

aurorae (Parker, 1959). Then 106~107m-3 of proton density used in 

calculating the curves of Figs. 2.7 and 2.8 would not be impossible 

value, though it can not exceed much the value. 

2.6.3 Consideration on the noise input (or seed) for amplification 

Summarizing the above results, the gain of amplification expect-

ed by this proton mechanism is no more than 20db or so. Thus for 

the explanation of the powerful dawn chorus and hiss, a certain 

powerful noise input (or seed) is needed. 

Possible seed or input might be thermal noise (for example, 

Bremsstrahlung), cyclotron radiation, Cherenkov radiation, or whistlers. 

Ap~rt from the last one, other three are all rather weak, even Cheren-

kov radiation which is considered as most powerful in the exosphere 
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among the three, being of the order of 10-20Wm- 2(c/s)-1 for N _101m- 3 
p 

(Ondoh, 1961). The whistler may be amplified by this proton mecha-

nism, but it is improbable to regard that the whistlers are the 

peerless source of VLF emissions. Then another noise source must be 

Bought for. 

Now we have to remind the whistler mode of VLF electromagnetic 

wave propagation which provides a kind of radio windows in the iono-

sphere, so that VLF noise (or atmospherics) generated by light~ings 

or other discharges in the troposphere always permeates into th$ exo-

sphere through the window. Electric field intenSity of the VLF noise 

in the spaoe between the ionosphere and the ground may be estima~ed 

from the charts of global intensity contour produced by C.C.I.R. 

(1959). 

According to the charts, the electric field lntensi ty of about, 

'kola under the ionosphere is as strong as 102_103~v/m for 1ko/s of 

bandwidth. Taking into account the absorption of the whistler mode 

wave within the ionosphere (about 5db at midnight as was shown in 

Fig. 1. in Part I), the power flux denSity of the noise in the 

exosphere during night time would easily become larger than 10-15 

Wm- 2(c/s)-1. These noises may have continuous frequency spectrum in 

the exosphere and the mechanism of amplification previously consider

ed would be regarded to have a role of a band-pass filter which 

selects an appropriate narrow frequency band from the continuous noise 

spectrum and amplifies it by a little amount, say 20db necessary to 

contrast the frequency band with background noise level. Fr~quency 

characteristics of the band-pass filter may be varied due to the 

variation of the ambient electron density and earth's magnetic field 
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with altitudes according as the proton beam approaches the earth. 

Such a variation of characteristics would be detected at the ground 

as a dawn chorus or other kind of emissions, as was explained in 2.6.1. 

From such a point of view, as the proton density of the beam 

the order of 107m- 3 may be necessary. 

It is worthwhile to examine whether or not the incoming proton 
. 

beam has sufficient power density to amplify an ambient noise up to 

the power flux of about 10-14wm-2 (c/s)-1. As Gallet and Helliwell 

have checked (1959), here we calculate the power density in such a 

beam, 

(tMU~)(NpUp) Wm- 2• 

Provided that the proton density is at least 105m- 3 and the average 

velocity of protons Up is 107m/s, the power density is about 8.1X10-
2 

W -2 m • This value implies that the amplification of the electromagne-

tic wave causes nothing but a tiny decrease of the average velocity 

of the protons. 
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Chapter 2.7 Concluding remarks 

Our study has shown that in the magn~to-active plasma, an 

electron beam did not give any special effect on the propagation of 

the VLF electromagnetic wave, but a proton beam had a great effect, 

that is , it could amplify the electromagnetic wave. The mechanism 

of amplification is due to a transverse coupling between the slow 

cyclotron mode of protons and the whistler mode of elec~romagnetic 

waves. 

~he condition of the amplification is that the phase velocity 

of the wave in the medium is nearly equal to the average velocity of 

the proton beam. The energy required for amplification of the waves 

is supplied from the kinetic energy of the mov~ng protons. Consequ-

~ ently the average velocity of the protons in the directrof the appli-

ed magnetic field is slowed down. 

This mechanism of amplification can be applied to the VLF emission 

which, we have supposed, may be generated in the exosphere. From the 

condition of amplification, the frequency-time characteristics can 

be explained by assuming an appropriate distribution of the electron 

density in the exosphere. 

If this mechanism is really applicable to the VLF emissions, 

it will be consistent with the fact that the source of the VLF emis-

sions appears to lie on the line of precipitation of positive parti-

cles in the exosphere (Allcock, 1957), and that a close association 

exists between aurorae and certain hiss (Martin et al, 1960). 

However the gain of the amplification by such a transverse 

coupling with a proton beam is not so sufficiently large. The expect

ed gain is no more than 20db by the coupling of several hundred km 
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along the earth's magnetic li~es of force. Therefore the original 

noise seed (or input) for amplification must be already powerful 

enough in order to account for a powerful dawn chorus really observed. 

In the upper ionosphere and in the exosphere there possibly 

exists the whistler mode of propagation for VLF electromagnetic waves. 

Thus, as far as the attenuation within the lower part of the ionosph-

era is small, intense atmospheric noises of continuous spectrum 

originating in the space below the ionosphere will be pervaded in 

the exosphere with the comparable intensity. This noise is quite 

so intense, that it can be the noise input for the amplification 

and then generates the VLF emissions. 

Finally it must be noted that the general theory of Part 11 may 

be 
also applicable to the solar radio emission and some radiation in 

the micro wave region from the magneto-active plasma in laboratory 

experiments. It is because our arguments can be applied, as far 

as the wave frequency is much less t~an the electron plasma fre-

quency of the ambient plasma, less than the electron gyro-frequency 

and_ larger than the proton gyro-frequency. 
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PART III 

A NOVEL METHOD OF IONOSPHERE SOUNDING BY USING 

MIDDL~ FRE'~UENCY BROADCAST WAVES 

Chapter 3.1 Introduction 

The observation of the ionosphere is usually made by the impulse 

sounding method which was first devised by G. Breit and M. A. Tuve. 

The apparatus and techniQue of the observation have already consider

ably advanced. Frequency used ordinarily ranges from 1:.:c/s up to 20 

1;;C/8 in Japan. The upper end of the freQuency, 20:llc/s may be suffici

ent, as the critical freQuency of the F layer will seldom exceed the 

value. However the lower end of the freQuency 1I.Ic/s is not always 

appropriate, because during night time the critical freQuency of the 

E layer often decreases until below 1!ftc/s, and it is known that it 

becomes usually 600Kc/s"'-700Kc/s. 

From these reason, the observation using lower freQuency than 

1Mc/s is needed. But this freQuency region is in the middle frequency 

broadcast band that is 635Kc/s to 1605Kc/s, so we should desist from 

transmitting any impulse wave in this freQuency band. This might be 

one reason why the observations using such low freQuencies were not 

carried out. There seems to be another reason that at low freQuencies 

the radio waves Buffer a great deal of attenuation in the lower part 

of the ionosphere, so that the echoes clear enough could not be expect

ed for determining the height of reflection, without powerful trans

mitter. 

During night, the ionosphere does not receive solar radiation at 

all. Consequently it seems likely Quite easy to treat theoretically 
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the time variation of the nocturnal eleotron density. But the treat

ment has not yet so much been done, due to the lack of the enough data. 

Only in the United States and in Australia, some observations have 

been carried on using powerful impulse transmitter (Watts and Brown, 

1950,1954; Watts, 1957; IUtra, 1957). 

The electron density of the E layer is much associated with the 

absorption of the waves in the middle and low frequency band and espe

cially it is needed to be known at night. :,Ioreover it is apparently 

necessary to evaluate the conductivity of the night time E layer, which 

is used in the dynamo theory to explain the diurnal variation of the 

earths magnetic field. 

Under the above conditions and necessities, an ionospheric obser

vation is wanted to be made without using the impulse method, in the 

middle frequency band, during night time. Only a method which satis

fies suoh requirements may be the one which uses broadcast waves. A 

broadcast wave itself being quite powerful, will propagate partly 

along the ground surface, and be partly reflected from the ionosphere 

and reach a receiving point on the ground. The former is called the 

ground wave or direct wave and the latter is called the sky wave or 

reflected wave. 

The difference of the traveling time of the both waves is natural

ly a function of the height of the reflecting layer. If we can extract 

only the sky wave against the ground wave, our object would be almost 

accomplished. For the purpose we have used a loop antenna, and had 

satisfactory results. In what follows, the experiment will be explctined 

with some theoretical background. 
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Chapter 3.2 Principle 

As one of the errors appearing in direction finding in the 

middle frequency band, we have experienced "night error". It is such 

a phenomenon as at night the electro-motive force of any loop antenna 

for a radio wave does not vanish in any direction of rotation of the 

antenna, so that we can not find the true direction of the transmitting 

station at night, while in the daytime the antenna can sense the true 

direction of the station. 

This error is inevitable in all direction finders which utilize 

the loop antennae. It is because such a direction finder relies upon 

the ground wave, the magnetic field of which is horizontally polarized, 

however some elliptically polarized sky wave is included in the receiv-

ed wave at night. 

In Fig. 3.1, the configulation of the electric field components 

of an incident wave is shown. The ground wave(denoted by EG) has 

approximately vertical polarization due to the large conductivity of 

the ground, and is usually incoming horizontally to the antenna P 

along x axis. The sky wave(denoted by EV' EH) which is reflected at 

the ionosphere and incident upon P making an angle i with z, is usual-

ly left-handed quasi circularly polarized in ordinary mode and right-

handed in extraordinary mode respectively in middle frequency band 

owing to the effect of the earth'smagnetic field (Appleton, Ratcliffe, 
'\ 

1927). 

Let EH be the horizontal component of the sky wave which is 

perpendicular to the incident plane, and EV be the component on the 

incident plane which is perpendicular to both EH and the incident 

direction. Then in general 
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holds, where.f is the ampli tude ratio nearly equal to unity and ~ is 
in our case 

the phase difference nearly equal to i~ Besides, as shown in Fig. 

3.1, there is incident the ground-reflected wave of the sky wave, 

where RH' RV are the reflection coefficient of the ground for EH' EV 

respectively and are appro~imately -1, 1 respectively in case the 

ground is assumed to have infinite conductivity. 

Now, ~ and y component of the magnetic field H in terms of E 

are given as follows. 

where A is the phase difference due to the path difference between the 

direct component and the ground-reflected component of the sky wave 

and usuall~" ~jll.::!. 1, when the antenna P is located sufficiently near 

the ground, compared with the wave length. Then, the loop antenna 

which is directed in such a way as shown in Fig. 3.2, will be pene

trated by the magnetic flu~ ~ given by 

tp =-)1.0 (Hy cose + Hx sil1e) NA) 

where A is the area and ii is the number of turns of the loop antenna. 

Hence the electro-motive force e~ generated in the loop due to the 

change of , with time will be 

e; :: - j 2.~A [t EGr +- 2Ev) c.os e - 2. EH CoS t· );n.8 J , 

where A is the wave length. 

It is naturally clear that if EV\ 0 and EH~O, there is no e to 

make el zero. It is the cause of the night error. 
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On the oontrary, if we have known the direction of the trans-

mitting station, the angle e can be adjusted as 900 • As the result 

the emf eiNof the loop is represented by 

• 
EH COS l. , (3.6 ) 

namely the output of the loop antenna being generated only by the 

sky wave component. This adjustment will else be made in such a way 

that in the daytime when the sky wave component isverj small due to 

the absorption in the ionosphere the output elcan be easily 

made zero by adjusting the angle e ,that is the condition e =900
), 

~YI~~().~gRd 

then 'this direction of the loop is heldAuntil the sky wave component 

become large at night. 

After all the sky wave component can be extracted, in principle 

as far as it is not so small. 

On the other hand, if we have a vertical antenna in the vicinity 

of P, the output of the antenna ev will be 

where hv is the effective height of the vertical antenna. Now the 
located 

transmitting station being selected out of those~close to the receiv-

ing point, the following always holds; 

(3.8 ) 

Therefore we obtain even at night 

Then it is known that by using a loop antenna and a vertical antenna 

the sky wave and the ground wave can be separately received. 

Now let D be the distance between the transmitting point and 

receiving point, and hI be the apparent height of the reflection 
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point (see Fig. 3.3), then the time lag 7 of the sky wave( elN) 

from the ground wave(ev ) is given by 

(3.10) 

c being the light velocity in free space. 

For example, if we assume D=50Km, and h'=100Km, then 1 cO.52msec. 

And if h'=300Km, 7~2msec. When the transmitted wave isabroadcast 

" wave which is modulated by an audio frequency p(c/s), one cycle of 

2000c/s of p corresponds 0.5msec. and one cycle of 500c/s does 2msec. 

It implies that if the modulation frequency p is smaller than 2000C/8, 

h' smaller than 100Km (corresponding to the E layer) can be determined 

from the time lag (or phase shift) of the modulating signal. For the 

F layer, the modulating frequency must be less than 500c/s. 

In general, we have the following two theorems: 

i) If a wave of the frequency f incident upon the ionosphere with 

an angle io to the vertical is reflected at a height ho' the frequen-

cy f.J. of another wave which is incident vertically and reflected at 

the same height ho must be 

f.L = fcos i o • (3.11) 

ii) Whatever the incident angle io is, the apparent height h' is in

variant for any wave which is reflected at a constant height ho(Martyn's 

theorem) . 

As the result, the observation using a wave of frequency f and 

incident with angle io to the vertical is equivalent to the vertical 

sounding observation of the impulse method using the frequency 

f.J.. - f cosioo 
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Chapter 3.3 Description of the instrumentation 

3.3. 1 Requirements for the apparatus 

To experiment our method, the foll0wing specifications should 

be taken into account. 

1. A loop antenna is used which Can be rotated arbitray to be able 

to extract the sky wave component only. 

2. Phase characteristics for audio frequency of the two receivers 

and amplifiers for sky wave and ground wave must be equalized 

as good as possible. 

3. A precise measurement is to be made of the time shift between 

the output (audio signal) wave forms of the sky wave receiver 

and ground wave receiver. Precision of the time measurement must 

be smaller than 30 fS which corresponds to 5Km in the precision of 

the height measurement. 

4. When the broadcast wave is amplitude-modulated signals, the ampli

tude of the audio signals, by which the time lag is measured,m~J vary 

over a wide dynamic range. Consequently the phase comparator 

must respond exactly to the range of the amplitude. 

According to the above specifications the apparatus is constructed 

as shown in Fig. 3.4. 

3.3.2 Loop antenna system and receiver for sky wave extraction 

In order to separate the sky wave from the ground wave, a gonio

scope direction finder TD-B3a (Taiyo Musen Co.) was used. In place 

of turning a loop antenna, the same action is put in by means of 

crossed loop antennae and by turning the gonioscope in the receiver. 

The loop antennae are of 1m diameter and single-turned. 
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Perfect 8-type characteristics could not be obtained in the 

usual way, because of the vertical antenna effect. Therefore another 

vertical antenna is used so as to cancel the effect. It is carried 

out in the compensation box, shown in Fig. 3.5,that is, the emf of the 

vertical antenna whose effective height is about 10m, is added to the 

output of the gonioscope, through a vario-coupler VC. By adjusting 

this VC, the maximum to minimum ratio of the output of the antenna 

proper, hereafter a~reviated as "M-M ratio", was improved up to seve

ral thousands. This magnitude of the M-M ratio implies that if the 

sky wave intensity is larger than one thousandth of ground waveinten

sity, the sky wave can be separated. Most of the actual cases during 

nighttime, the sky wave is stronger than the above value. Then the 

M-M ratio of one thousand or two seems to be sufficient. 

After the compensation box the signal is lead to a superhetero

dyne receiver which has one stage of radio frequency amplifier and 

two stages of intermediate frequency amplifier. The intermediate 

frequency is 107.5Kc/s and the bandwidth is about 3.5Kc/s. 

The detector stage following the IF amplifiers must be made with 

attention on minimizing distortion. The circuit of the detector is 

shown in Fig. 3.6. 

The receiver for ground wave is desirable to be the same circuit 

as the sky wave receiver. It is, however, not indispensable require

ment, if the difference of the phase characteristics of the both 

receivers is known. In this case it is naturally favorable that the 

difference of the characteristics in audio frequencies is constant, 

especially in the range of some 1 OOc/ s ~ 2000c/s in order to simplify 

the time lag compensation. 
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The carrier level of the received sky wave is very changeable, 

due to some kinds of fading. In our experiment, this carrier level 

was Simultaneously recorded with a pen-recorder, since it is much 

associated with the error in measurement as described in chapter 3.5. 

3.3.3 Phase comparator 

a) Direot method 

Measurement of the time lag of the sky wave with respect to the 

ground wave is reduced to the measurement of the phase difference 

within two channels for the same audio signal. The simplest one we 

have tried is as shown in Fig. 3.1. Namely the output signals of the 

two channels are displayed on a cathode ray tube with a manually 

triggered horizontal sweep. Such a display using a single beam tube 
n 

is carried out by a "three phenomena switching device, and a standard 

signal say 1Kc/s is added on the display as a time scale. The view 

of these displays is recorded one by one on photographic film, simul-

taneously with the manual trigger of the horizontal sweep. Some exarn-

ples of the record are shown in Fig. 3.8. 

b) Pseudo impulse method 

As favorable results were obtained for the experiment as was shown 

above, a rationalization of the method of phase comparison has been 

considered. A new method is indicated in the block diagram of Fig.3.9. 

The audio signals after the detection st&geSare introduced to 

band pass filters which pass only the frequency range, 500c/s-650c/s. 

Such a filter has an action to make the wave form sinusoidal, other-

wise the raw signal is of quite complicated wave form, because vocal 

and musical sounds consist of many higher harmonics besides a funda-

mental frequency. The frequency characteristics of the filter is 
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not always unitary determinate, but was selected from the following 

point of view: 

1. The lower the frequency is, up to the higher layer can be 

measured. 

2. The energy spectrum of Japanese vocal sound peaks near 500c/s~ 

600c/s (Miura, 1955). 

3. The band width should be narrow for the betterment of the wave 

form, but a narrow pass band will bitterly reduce the energy of 

the signal. 

The filter used has a characteristics shown in Fig. 3.10. 

The filtered signals are then amplified through double ended 

limiters to be shaped rectangular. In this case the phase of the 

original quasi-sinusoidal wave must be preserved. The limiting ampli-

fiers are designed so as to satisfy the requirement. Namely as shown 

in Fig. 3.11 or by V 3"'V11 in Fig. 3.12, in each stage of the limit

ing amplifiers the grid vlotage is clamped at t1.5V by two cells 

(Millman and Taub, 1956). Consequently a signal, the amplitude of 

which is smaller than 1~5V is amplified linearly and symmetrically 
<lYld 

in positive and negative sides'Alarger than 1.5V will be shaped rec-

tangular. 

Now if there is some non-linearity in amplification, it results 

in the asymmetry of the wave form with respect to the zero line even 

for a sinusoidal input. Here we suppose the amount of the asymmetry 

being about 4r;~ for one stage of amplification(i t is a possible value 

for the tube 12AT7). Then because of the asymmetry and the level 

setting action of a coupling condenser C1 in Fig. 3.11, the phase 

deviation of the zero crossing instant of a sinusoidal wave will be 
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approximately 0.02 radian or 1.150
• It corresponds 0.32% of phase 

deviation. By three stages of such a limiting amplifier, the error 

which may arise from the transformation of the wave forms, does not 

amount even to 1%. 

After being shaped rectangular, the signal is differentiated 

and varied to impulse series which occur at the zero level crossing 

(from negative to positive) instants of the rectangular wave. 

As shown in Fig. 3.12, the differentiation is performed by 

100pF and 300KQconnected with the anode of v
14

• 

V15 is used as a clipper in order to prevent noise impulses 

from triggering the mono-stable multivibrator. 

In the ground wave channel, these impulses are regarded as the 

direct wave impulses in the so-called impulse method of ionosphere 

sounder, and are used to trigger a sweep generator and time sc~le 

pulse generator. 

The sweep generator was made so that the sweep speed and length 

are both variable (see Fi~. 3.13). This sweep is applied to horizon

tal deflection plates of a cathode ray tube (ordinarily one sweep is 

about 2ms.). 

The time scale pulse generator is a kind of pulsed Hartrey osci

llator whose frequency is made 10Kc/s, and a Schmidt circuit. These 

time scale pulses (every 100~s) are applied to the brightness control 

grid of the cathod ray tube, so that the horizontal sweep is broken 

in every 100fs. 

In the sky wave channel, the impulse series produce~ with an 

audio signal by the limiting amplifier, are used to trigger a mono

stable multivibrator which generates rectangular pulses of about 
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100fs pulse width. These pulses are regarded as ionospheric echoes 

in the so-called impulse ionosphere sounding. Therefore these are 

applied to the vertical axis of the C.R.T. (it is here called A scope), 

or ·to the brightness control grid together with time scale pulses 

through a cathod follower for mixing (it is here called B scope). 

To record these views on the C.R.T., a continuous photographic 

recorder was used, where photographic film runs in vertical direction 

with the speed of 2 & 4cm/mih. In this 

case, for A scope, except the bright 

base line the fluorescent surface 

of the C.R.T. is masked and so the sky 

wave impulse appears as non bright part 

on the base line. This image is as 

shown in Fig. 3.14. 

The B scope may be seen as the 

negative of the ~scope. But the former 

sky wave 
pulse 

~~~~~~--masking 

triggere 
by ground 
wave pulse 

Fig. 3.14 Front view of 
the C.R.T. 

has a merit because it has an effect of an automatic noise limiter, 

because the noise whose 2~plitude is smaller than a certain limit 

does not appear on the film, while in the A scope, even small noise 

disturbs the image. 
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Chapter 3.4 Observation 

3.4.1 Selection of the broadcast waves for the observation 

Broadcast waves to be utilized for our experiment must satisfy 

the condition that at the receiving point in Kyoto University the 

ground wave should be much larger than the sky wave as explained in 

chapter 3.2. In consequence the broadcast station must be selected 

out of those located near the receiving point. On the other hand, 

most of the transmitting antennae now working are the anti-fading 

vertical antennae, so that their upward radiations are very weak as 

compared with their total radiations. 

Then the distance between the transmission and reception must 

not be so proximate. Taking account of such points of view, trans-

mission power, and frequency, four stations which are all located 

at Osaka and distant by approximately 55Km from the receiving point 

(Kyoto University) are selected. In Table 3.1 some remarks of the 

four stations are listed. 

Table 3.1 

_s_:_:_:_:_0_n--l_F_r_:_:_:_:_:_:_:-4;~6_4_6_:"_C_~_:_)+-::::_r_f-E~!C=~::~:!~:(:) tU;:::C e= 

JOBB 830 I 800 100 300 ! 55 
I 

JONR 1010 1975 10 1.3 55 
I ! 

JOOR 1210 11162 j 10! 114 I 55 ____ ----'-________ ----L _____________________ J ___________________ -1... _____ _ 

(*) value corresponding to the apparent height of 
reflection, 100Km. 

f~ in this table indicates fcos i o ' where io is the incident angle 

to the ionosphere (see Fig. 3.3). However as io is dependent upon 
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the apparent height h' for a given distance D, in the table io is 

assumed to be corresponding to h' of 100Km. For another h', io is 

depicted in Fig. 3.15. 

The effective power for sky wave implies the radiating power 

in the direction making angle io to the vertical, which was calcu

lated from the theoretical radiation characteristics of the antenna 

(*). In Fig. 3.15 this effec·tive power for sky wave is also shown 

against the apparent hcizht h'. 

It was quite convenient for the analysis of data that the select-

ed four stations were almost equally distant, 55Km, from the receiv-

ing point. For D=55Zm, the time lag ~ (ms) versus h' is as shown in 

Fig. 3.16. 

3.4.2 Observed results 

a) Direct method 
in 

From January to JulYA1958, the direct method e~plained in 3.3.3 

a) had been used for observation. From the films such as those demon-

strated in Fig. 3.8, the time lag 1 is measured by the time scale of 

11:c/s standard wave, then is transduced to the apparent height h' by 

using (3.10) or Fig. 3.16. 

The apparent height of reflection for each broadcast wave is 

plotted in local time. Points of such plots generally disperse over 

a wide range in height, but if we draw an envelop of the plots, we 

will have a smooth li~e. Such a process is illustrated in Fig. 3.17. 

These envelops for the observed waves are collected in Fig. 3.18, 19, 

and 20. 

The above process stems from the fact that the ma~imum ti~e lag 

(*) These data were given by courtesy of Kinki Radio Supervisory. 
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may be the nearest value to the correct one, if the time lag is 

measured by the deviation of the peak position of the wave forms as 

illustrated in Fig 3.21, as will be ezplained in 3.5.2. 

Sky wave 

Ground wave 

Fig. 3.21 Time lag measured by the deviation 
of local peak on the wave forms 

Fig. 3.18 shows that each curve has one peak in hI, which may 

imply that at this time the wave(frequency f) penetrates the ~ layer. 

In other words, the maximum critical frequency of the layer just co-

incides fL(=fcos io)at t~is time. On the right hand side of the peak, 

the curve goes down. This may be understood in such a way as t~e wave 

is reflected from the other upper layer and the retardation arising 

from the E layer is decreasing with time as the electron density of 

the E layer is falling off. The upper layer might be either another 

thick layer or a kind of sporadic E layer. 

In Fig. 3.19 and 20, there appear two peaks in one frequency 

curve. The left (or earlier) peaks around 20h on April 20 might 

be the retardation at the time of penetration of the D layer and the 

right peaks around 21~ mi~r.t correspond to the penetration of the E 

layer. On April 6·, 

two stations seems to 

on April 20. Such 

density being slow. 

tne time of penetration of the same layer for 

be deviated a little bit as 
correspond to 

a case might I' the decrease 
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From these hourly variation curves, the variation of the criti

cal frequency of the D and E layers can be inferred. 

Now we suppose the f~ corresponding to the frequency f of a 

broadcast wave is approximately constant irrespective of the appa-

rent height h'. Then, it can be concluded that at the instant of 

such a peak in a curve of frequency f, the critical frequency of the 

E or D layer is identical with the f.L shown in Table 3.1. Discrimina_ 

t10n of the D and E lay~rs is self-evident, because the critical 

frequencies of each layer are considerably different. 

From the above supposition, we can finally draw curves of the 

hourly variation of foE, as shown in Fig. 3.22. In this figure, the 

data of f E higher than 2Mc/s were borrowed from those of the impulse o 

sounding made on the days at Kyoto University. The sun~set at the 

altitude 100Km is taken as the origin of the time scale, which is 

about 40 minutes delayed from the ground sunset. Black circles and 

broken line indicate an anual average of the data at Watheroo in 

Australia (after 111i tra, 1951) which can be compared wi th ours since 

Watheroo is located at a middle latitude and our data were obtained 

around the vernal equinox. 

At a glance, the tendency of decrease of foE around the layer 

sunset is quite similar to that of Watheroo, while the minimum foE 

Beems to be muoh less than that of Watheroo. 

~he chain lines in the same figure are those which are regard-

ed as corresponding to the D layer. It is because those echoes 

appeared in April when the solar radiation arriving at the layer 

became intense, while they did not appear in February and generally 

in winter season. 
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Until now we have paid attention to only one mode of propaga

tion, the ordinary mode. Actually in the ionosphere there exists 

another mode; the extraordinary mode. The latter mode of a frequ

ency smaller than the gyro-frequency, generally not only suffers 

greater absorption, but also is reflected at higher altitude than 

the ordianry mode wave does. As the result, most of the echoes can 

be seen as those of the ordinary mode. 

In general if we denote by fa and fx' the critical frequency of 

the ordinary and extraordinary mode respectively with respect to the 

same layer, we have a relation, 

2 
fa = fx(fx + f H) (3.12) 

in the range, fx< fH' where fH is the gyro-frequency. It says that 

the penetration of the layer by the extraordinary wave occurs earlier 

in time than that by the ordinary wave, therefore the chain lines in 

Fig. 3.22 might be regarded as corresponding to the extraordinary 

mode. However it may not be so because even if the chain lines are 

assumed to be those of f x , fo and fx at the same time do not satisfy 

(3.12). 

b) Pseudo impulse method 

Since October 1958, the new method explained in 3.3.3(b) has 

been used. Some observed films are illustrated in Fig. 3.23(~)~(~. 

In case of (a) and (b) of the figures, the separation of the sky wave 

is satisfactory and it surely indicates the actual time lag of the 

sky wave from the ground wave. On the other hand, in case of (c) and 

(d), the separation is not sufficient, so that the apparent time lag 

is only constant over a fraction of second, but is unsettled within 

several seconds. 
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~his phenomenon is explained in such a way that the quick vari

ation of the carrier phase or amplitude of the sky wave due to a ver

tical shift of the reflecting layer or a fading results in the fluctu

ation of the apparent time lag, if some extent of the ground wave is 

left unerased in the sky wave channel. 

Fig. 3.24 shows the relative time lag between the ground wave 

and sky wave channels, owing to the difference of characteristics of 

the two channels. It is the apparent time lag when a common signal 

is applied to the both channels. This amount of the relative time 

lag must be subtracted from the observed apparent time lag, when 

an actual ground wave and the corresponding sky wave are applied to 

the prescribed channels. It is apparent from Fig. 3.24 that in our 

experiment the relative time lagls almost constant, about 200~s, 

irrespective of frequency within the pass band of the filter. 

From such records as Fig. 3.23(a) and (b), hourly variation of 

the apparent height of reflection can be obtained for different sta
be 

tions. In fact, such a good record could not always taken for all 

observing time. Most records were like Fig. 3.22(c) and (d), then 

we could not find the true apparent height. 

To make good use of such records, a supplementary information 

was simultaneously recorded. Namely, the carrier level in the sky 

wave channel was recorded by a pen recorder as described at the end 

of 3.3.2. As will be explained in 3.5.3, with the aid of the level 

record we can often presume the actual time lag even from such a 

fluctuating record of time lag. 

The observed results of the hourly variation of the apparent 

height in the evening of November to December, 1959 are shown in 
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Fig. 3.25(a)~(h). According to these figures and the data observed 

at Kokubunji on the same days in the impulse method, we can have the 

following Fig.3.26 of the hourly variation of f E a.rou.rl(~ the. ti'l'}'l\1 of 
o 

the layer sunset, It can be concluded that the critical frequency of 

the E layer decrtses down to 650Kc/s or less around 20-21 h in local 

time about 2.5 hours after the layer sunset. In this case in terms 

of the layer sunset we imply the sunset at the E layer about 100Km 

above the ground. 

Observations in the early morning were tried for four days around 

December 10, 1959. The hourly variations of the apparent height h' are 

shown in Fig. 3.21(a)~(d). It appears that the apparent height rapidly 

decreases just after or ahead of the layer sunrise. This phenomenon 

does not probably imply the retardation arising from a certain lower 

layer, but the real descending of the reflecting layer. 

It is because the apparent heights of two broadcast wav~different 

in frequency follow the same trace. There is another evidence of the 

rapid change of the layer height. Namely as seen in Fig. 3.28(a),(b), 

the apparent height of the lowest F region stratification, h'F indicates 

a similar hourly variation as those of the E layer around the layer 

sunrise. 

The descending of the both layers can be interpreted as sunrise 

effect. Namely it is due to electron detachment from negative ions, 

taking account of the fact that the solar rays tangent to the ground 

strike the heigher region in the earlier time (Mitra 1952). 

On the other hand we must notice a tendency of the layer ascending 

ahead of the descending. This phenomenon can not be explained by the 

above sunsise effect. Then it may lead to the conclusion that there 
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exist upward drifts both in the E layer and F layer, around the layer 

sunrise the phasesOf which are different by 't 1 d' an 1n erva correspon 1ng 

to the differenc'e of the layer sunrise time for the E and F layers. 

Such vertic~l drifts of the layers are surely related with the dynamo 

currents in the layers. However these drifts can not be dealt with 

from dynamo-theoretically, taking the sunrise effect into considera-

tion. Here we only point out the existence of the vertical drift in 

both layers around the layer sunrise. 

3.4.3 Recombination coefficient of the E layer during night time 

Daily variation of the electron density N in the E layer is 

generally determined by the equation 

where ~ is the recombination coefficient and I is the ion production 

rate, and t is time. At night there is no ion production since the 

solar radiation does not attain to the region at all. Then the hourly 

variation of N at night will be given by 

dN 
dt 

\..' .. = - '-',\I . 0.14) 

The problem on the electron density during night time, therefore, 

seems quite simple. However in actual case, the electron density N 

does not follow such a si~ple equation with ~ constant recombination 

coefficient, but appears to follow the equation with variable r:;I.. which 

depends on both altitude and time. According to A. P. Mitra(/Qs1), ~ 

decreases after the layer sunset in such a way as shown in Fig. 3.29. 

On the other hand our observed data is not so fine to deduce 

the variation of~. Only we can estimate an averaged recombination 
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coefficient 0(, a for 2 or 3 hours after layer sunset. For the data 

on April 4 and 6 in 1959, we obtain xa= 5X10-8cm3/sec. for the 

altitude of the maximum densit./. For winter season, we can obtain 

the value ~a= 1.6X10-8cm3/sec. on November 26 and December 10 in 1959. 

In addition, if we assume a tendency of decreasing ~ with time like 

in Fig. 3.26, the recombination coefficient at the layer sunset must 

be greater than those we have now estimated. From these data, it 

can be deduced that the recombination coefficient is usually greater 

than that obtained by A.? Mitra and seems greater in spring than in 

winter. Naturally much data are further needed in order to obtain 

more plausible recombination coefficient. 
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Chapter 3.5 Estimation of the error 

3.5.1 Comments on the error 

Our method does clearly rely upon the excellency of separation of 

the sky wave by means of the loop antenna system. This excellency 

will depend upon not only the mechanical structure or electrostatic 

balancing of the antenna but also its location or environment. It 

results from the followi1l 6 reason: Owing to the secondary emission 

of conductors which are located near the antenna, apparent incident 

direction of a vertically polarized radio wave is shifted from the 

true direction by a li~tle amomt. The conductors may usually be service 

wires for power sup?ly. Then the impedance o~he wire are fluctuated 

by users' switching at the ends of the wires, so that the intensity 

of the secondary emission will be unstable by the switchings. This 

effect results in some fluctuation of the incident direction of the 

radio wave. Consequently, in such a state the loop antenna or gonio-

scope must be adjusted at every moment so as to keep the best setting 

for sky wave extfaction. Otherwise the intense ground wave compenent 

is apt to invade into the sky wave channel and cause a considerable 

error in obse~vation. 

In our case, batteries were used for the power source of the 

gonioscope receiver in order to avoid such switching effects as 

effective as possible. In spite of the consideration, it was difficult 

to prevent the effects completly. 

From these points of view, an open fielu may be favorable for 

the location of the antenna. Not-with-standing it was impossible to 
) 

look for such a good place in the University, to try the experiment. 
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Another cause of error is sometimes due to the intermixing of 

waves reflected simultaneously from two layers. Fo~example, when 

a sporadic E layer underlies the E layer, the Es layer is semi

transparent so that the both layers produce reflecting waves. In 

such a case, the sky wave at the receiving point, itself has been 

already distorted, then the observation gives us neither the height 

of Es layer nor that of the E layer. Our method is therefore powerless 

for these cases. 

However in the forme~case, namely in case of insufficient 

separation of the ground wave and sky wave, observed data will be 

sometimes usable in estimating the apparent height hi of the reflecting 

layer, if in advance the effect of insufficient separation is evaluated. 

In the following, theorical arguments are given for the possibility. 

3.5.2 Effect of the ground wave intermixing i,n the direct method 

In the direct method explained in 3.3.3(a), audio wave forms 

are directly compared with each other. Therefore if the separation 

of the sky wave is unsatisfactory, the output audio signal of the 

sky wave receiver will be distorted from the original audio signal 

(that is the output of the ground wave receiver). Such records 

must be omitted in estimating the apparent height. However for the 

sake of necessity of ample records during short time, such records 

must also be used anyway. 

Now we want to find the effect of the ground wave intermixing 

on the distortion of the wave form. 

From eq.(3.5) the emf of a loop antenna is approximately 
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.. K(EGe - ERe)' (3.15) 
where 

K .. -j21iNA/A, 

) EGe"" EGcos8, 

ERe"" 2EHcosi.sine. 

(3.16) 

Assume that the original radio wave is of the frequencY(~/2~) 

and is modulated by a single audio frequency(p/2~). Then 

EGe= { , ... ~sin pt} tEtoejwt , 

where k is the degree of modulation and ~ is the time lag of the 

sky wave with respect to the ground wave. Hence (3.15) becomes 

where j aEGO/EHO and indicating the degree of intermixing. After the 

detection stage of the receiver, the output signal is represented by 

the modulus of the ( )-bracketed part of (3.19); 

f ( , ... ~ s i ~ pt) - t \ + ~ S ; n p ( t -? ) 1 e. -j w,., . (3.20 ) 

This signal will be generally distorted from the original sinusoidal 

wave of the angular frequency p. 

Now we suppose that the amount of shifting of the sky wave 

from the ground wave is measured by the deviation of a certain local 

peak in the wave form, as was shown in Fig. 3.21. The phase of the 

positive peak point in one period is calculated under a given W{, 

and is shown in Fig. 3.30, under the assumption; k=1, p/2~=500c/s, 

1=500fs, f=0.5 and 1.0. In this graph, phase deviation of a peak 

of the compound wave form is represented in %, where 0% implies no 

error in estimating the time lag of the sky wave and positive % 
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implies a larger time lag than the true one. Two branches around uY(' 

=OO(or 3600
) represents the existence of two positive peaks in one 

period, that is the appearance of the second harmonics due to distor

tion. Then it may be concluded that if we omit such data as those 

having two peaks in one period, apparent time lag of the compound 

wave form from the ground wave is clearly less than that of the true 

sky wave. 

In consequence, in case the wave form on the film is a little 

distorted when it is compared with the ground wave, the evaluated 

apparent height must be smaller than the actual apparent height. 

This conclusion has given the basic way in treating the observed data, 

as was carried out to produce Fig. 3.18, 19, 20. 

3.5.3 Error in the pseudo impulse method 

Secondly we are going to investigate an error which will arise 

from the pseudo impulse method. The difference from the previous case 

is that in this case a band pass filter is used to pick up only the 

signal of frequencies ranged from 500 to 650c/s. Then a signal 

represented by (3.20) whoce fundamental frequency is in the above range, 

loses the higher harmonic components by the action of filter. There

fore the phase of only the fundamental frequency of (3.20) is important. 

This phase is calculated by the numerical harmonic analysis. 

In Fig. 3.31(a), (b), (c), the difference between the phase of 

the fundamental frequency(p/2K) component obtained by the above 

analysis and the phase of the ground wave signal of frequency p/2X, 

is indicated in % against '1 =500rs for various wT, wi th the assump

tion; p/2~=500C/s, k=0.5 and f =0.1, 0.2, 0.5, respectively. This 
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phase deviation can be regarded as an error in obtaining the apparent 

height hI. According to the figures, the maximum deviation takes 

o 
place at 0 or 180 of Wl and the magnitude is approximately linearly 

dependen t upon f as shown in Fig. 3.32. 

In Fig. 3.33 the magnitude of the maximum deviation for various 

modulation frequency p within the pass band of the filter is shown, 

wi th f =0.1 and CtJ't" =180 0
, 2100

, 2400 as parameter. 

The deviation for different k is shown in Fig. 3.34 with f =0.1, 

,,""500r-s, p/2i~=500c/s and u.n =1800
, 2100

, 2400 as parameter. 

According to Fig. 3.31~ 3.34, we can conclude that: 

1. The magnitude of deviation depends upon the fraction of the 

ground wave component inermixing into the sky wave channel. In addi-

tion it is greatly dependent upon the phase lagwlof the carrier of 

the sky wave from that of the ground wave. In case ~~ is around zero, 

the time lag appears to be larger than the true time lag, while in 

case Wl is around 1800
, it appears smaller. Since ~ is of the order 

6 0 6 0 of 10 in our case, o.n will change from 0 to 3 0 according to a 

small change of the time lag~, say 10rs, such as due to a bit of 

drift of the reflecting layer. 

2. If w~ is assumed to be constant, the error in time lag is almost 

invariant irrespective of the modulation frequency p and the degree 

of modulation k. 

Consequently, when the intermixing of a certain fraction of the 

ground wave oompqnent, into the sky wave channel can not be prevented, 

the time lag of the sky wave looks varying so much in time as shown 

in Fig. 3.23(c),(d). In turn, even if the time lag appears to be 

constant for a short time, it does not always imply the correct time 
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lag, because it is possible for 7 and y to be sufficiently invari

ant for a while. 

In this stage we must consider how to reduce the error in evalu

ating the apparent height hI. 

Under the most satisfactory condition in eliminating the ground 

wave by the loop antenna system, the observed time lag must be invari

ant for a period of the order of minute. Yet in case some extent of 

invasion of the ground wave into the sky wave channel exists, the 

observed time lag fluctuates according to the fluctuation of the sky 

wave intensity or the fluctuation of the phase of the sky wave carrier. 

Therefore it is sometimes effective to compare the record of the time 

lag with the record of the carrier level of the sky wave channel. If 

the time lag varies in association with the variation in carrier in

tensity of the sky wave, at the maximum of the intensity, the time 

lag will become correct value, since the ground wave component invad

ed into the sky wave channel may be so stable in intensity that at 

the maximum of the carrier level recorded, the intermixing ratio f will 

become minimum. Such examples of the correlation are shown in Fig.3.35. 

However the maximum of the carrier level does not always result 

in the correct time lag, but the minimum of the carrier level some

times indicates the true time lag? This case may be due to the 

variation of the incident direction of the ground wave with time. 

In case of the carrier phase changing with time, we can see 

a view that the apparent time lag \ changes largely, in spite that 

the carrier level does not so largely change. In such a case, the 

true time lag ~ may be the mean value of the fluctuating time lag. 

Such data however, could not actually be found in the records. 
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Chapter 3.6 Concluding remarks 

Although an idea of observation of the ionosphere by means of 

obliquely propagating broadcast waves may not be so wild, the experi

ment to ascertain its possibility was quite difficult. It is because 

first a satisfactory separation of the weak sky wave from the strong 

ground wave is highly troublesome, and second it is difficult to keep 

the best condition of the separation for a long time against the in-

stability of various par~meters such as the effect of secondary emis-

sions by neibouring conductors, or may-be an actual variation of the 

incident direction of the ground wave. 

In spite of the difficulty, the result of our experiment seems 

to be satisfactory. We could obtain the data of the critical frequen-

cy of the E layer during nighttime, though the shape of the layer 

could not be determined because of deficiency of the data and yet 

the inefficient technique of observation. 

The critical frequency of the E layer probably decreaseS down 

to or even less than 650Zc/s, 2 or 3 hours after the layer sunset. 

-8 3/ Then the recombination constant must be as great as 2~10 cm s. 

Observations made early morning have shown rapid ascending and 

descending of the E layer around layer sunrise. 'rhis phenomenon is 

similar to those appearing in the height variation of the F layer 

around the layer sunrise. It may prove the existence of a vertical 

drift around the layer sunrise in the both layers. 

The effect of unsatisfactory separation of the ground wave and 

sky wave is investigated and as the result even if some fraction of 

the ground wave component invades into the sky wave channel, the 
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correct hI often can be deduced. 

Then if a favorable location is selected where the extraction 

of the sky wave can be always satisfactorily expected, this method 

of ionospheric sounding will play a powerful role during nighttime. 
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CONCLUSION 

A purpose of the author's studies was to clarify unknown pro

blems in the field of the electromagnetic wave propagation through 

several topics concerning the ionosphere and exospheri. It is 

because the theoretical and experimental investigations on such 

~roblems will enable us to acquire not only the solution of the 

problems of the electr~~a~etic waves proper, but also some infor

mation on the unknown quantities of the media. 

Accordingly as has been described in this paper, the author 

has studied mainly the VLF phenomena associated with the ionosphere 

and exospher~, and also i~vestigated a method of sounding the night-

time E layer. 

In what follows, the summary of this paper and the problems 

to be developed in future are given. 

In part I, the problem of ray tracing of the VLF electromagnetic 

waves in an anisotropic and inhomogeneous medium, like in the exo-

sphere and ionosphere was mainly treated. Although for the ray 

. d tracing in isotrop1c mejum, The Snell's law is usable, the author 

found that this law could be applied to the anisotropic media with 

respect to the wave normal. 

Then an approximate method of numerical calculation of the 

ray path was devised, which is applicable to the whistlers. By 

using this method , ray paths of the whistlers were calculated under 

some assumption of the distribution of the electron density. 

The calculated results indicates that the ray paths are neither 

necessarily identical with the lines of force of the geomagnetic 

field, nor symmetrical with respect to the magnetic equator. The 

asymmetry is conspicuous for the paths starting from the low latitude. 
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Attenuation in the ionosphere for the VLF waves was also 

calculated. The attenuation by absorption amounts to 35~50db in 

the daytime, but it is onl~ 5db at midnight. This quantity can 

explain the diurnal variation of the occurrence frequency of the 

whistlers and VLF emissions. 

In partU, a possibility of amplification of the VLF electro

magnetic waves by a charged particle beam running through a magneto

active plasma was examined, in order to find a mechanism of the 

VLF emissions in the exosphere and ionosphere. The problem of 

amplification by means of a beam is not so fresh problem, because 

originary such a problem has been developed in the field of micro

wave tube and in the field of solar radiation. Accordingly a possi

bility of the TWT like amplification was first reminded in connection 

with the VLF emissions. 

However the author has found that in the exosphere, such longi

tudinal coupling mechanis~ does not yield any spatially growing mode 

for the whistler mode wave. In turn, he examined the transverse 

coupling of the proton cyclotron mode of the beam and the whistler 

mode. And this coupling was proved to yield a spatially growing 

mode of the proton cyclotron wave and the whistler mode waves. The 

energy for these two growing mode is supplied from the average 

velocity of the proton beam. 

Since the gain of amplification is not so large, there needs 

some powerful noise to be amplified for the explanation of the VLF 

emissions. It was also pointed out that the atmospheric noise 

generated in the troposphere can always invades into the exospheric 



space in the whistler mode, so that these noise, sufficiently intense, 

oan be a noise source which is amplified to generate the VLF emis

sions. 

This mechanism of amplification may be applicable to the pro

blems of radiation from a magnet~-active plasma in microwave region 

and the problem of the solar radiation. 

In part Ill, a quite new method of ionosphere sounder was 

explained. We have not yet known much about the nighttime E layer. 

This i~ecause the observation by using middle frequency band has 

not been performed at all in Japan. 

The author has experimented a new method which utilizes the mid

dle frequency broadcast waves. Separation of the sky wave and the 

ground wave was succeeded by using a loop antenna. In spite that 

the experiment was not so much satisfactory, the results suggest 

us the possibility that it can be used as one of the ionosondes, 

during nighttime, provided that an appropriate location is selected. 

As to the futere problems, some remarks are finally added. 

In part I, a wave theoretical study on the VLF waves returned 

to the ionosphere should be made. For more plausible estimation of 

the electron density in the exosphere, a systematic experiment of 

man-made whistler will be necessary. 

In part 11, an argument taking account of the velocity distri

bution of charged particles in the beam and in the ambient plasma, 

is left untouched. This effect may decrease the gain and widen 

the frequency band to be amplified. Although the effect of non

linearity may not be so important, our treatment would be inperfect, 
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without any examination of the effect. Three dimensional coupling 

problem seems to be interesting. An incoming beam may have an 

action to change the wave normal of a propagating whistler mode 

wave. 

In part Ill; though our experiment was satisfactory in a sense, 

some difficulties are left in the use of the method for a routine 

observation. One is the instability of the extraction of the sky 

wave component. Second is the difficulty of observing many waves 

simultaneously. The first will be solved to a certain extent by 

selecting an appropriate location of the experiment. The second 

is partly a technical problem and partly an economical problem. 
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Appendix 1.1 

(The deduction of the equations (1.39) and (1.40) from (1.37) and 

(1 ;38)) 

The relative relation of the angles is illustrated in a dia-
7 __ 

gram as below. OH, ON, CR, indicate magnetic field, wave normal and 

ray direction respectively and let the points H, R, N be in a plane 

'Z 

o 

I 
, I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

perpendicular to the x axis. 

Then, these points are all on 

one straight line. Their pro-

ject u,on xy-plane are the 

points HI, RI, NI. 

(i) By using a principle of 

trigonometry, we get the rela-

tions 
HR. OR. 

~iM-L®to{) ~~ 
) 

HN ON -
4iM-® ~E 

These identities yield the relation 

oR MM-{®-HX) 

ON ~6> 

Further we have the identity 
HN ON "d-£A..tJ 

Accordingly, ~L~( ~® = MM-.~~S (A-1) 

/.UIk.(@to() . 

holds. f th b lation (1.38) becomes By means 0 e a ove re , 

(1.40 ) 

(ii) According to the trigonometry, there hold the next identities 
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ON HR HR - -
~t: ~(-d) 4V\".O( 

OH Oii RN - :::: 

~(1I-0 ~f ~(®Td) 

From these, we have oN H R ~(®-tol') 
oH =- - R.N ~o( . 

_ ON MM-t>< ::: 1 -t HR:::: tiN -== ON 4M-. ~ lk cf 
OH ,u:.:Cfi'tol,) RN t~N OH ~rt(),M.'( 

Then 

or --' \ 
1 = ON (/~cX. -t- ,u;...,'G ~(} f 

OH AM<.(QI) T q) uM-lJI tM'< r 
Now we have another identity, namely 

ON ~If" 

And from (A-1) 

01-/ -ry,(AJO 

MM.r3 AM--d;::: ~o~i )~Jj -= AM-<.O ~if (b-d)( -~ 01 CA>f (@-tol)} 
~(@-tol 

= ~ ~i f woe{ _J,{M.o( Clf<J(® f cX)} 
~®-to() 

(A-2) 

(A-3) 

:= fov..D ~d w.s~- ~ eX (j,W./f JJM.i ~O l' w:>/f (ffO-O) 
/.lM"-(® t c() (A-4) 

where the relation (1.27) was used. Applying (A-3) and (A-4) to 

(A-2), then we have 

1 = ~IY ~o<. + ,~r ~L 1'Ur:l~ - .~iX (~r~t~{ + .~J{ (hjnJJ 
4Ah.f ~ er (Qj)-rd) lM>\f'/ fa"..,'{ ;JM.l~!~H-o() 

Consequently, 
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· . ~<l( [ '\v. ."loy . I£. L "if' xJ =AAM.(.(A'(1o(c"nr-t . ~r ~U-t~i("llh(A)t-~ (,4:) cA'{CO'OI} 
~(<i:;)-to() 

= CAtOOc.o:>oI [~t- ,t~o< {(~i(h'Jr- u..ft.(f)<Gwr)WJ~'-4.W.t~r'lJMr}) 
~uw-rc() 

=~~b·(1.3rr) 
Thus we obtain, 
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